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WASHINGTON (AP) — Confronted
with *freeti surge of higher prices, the
nation's neW chief inflation fighter has
named his foe: every American's
desire for economic improvement
"even though the sum total of these
detnands adds up to more than society
can supply."
Talking to reporters on his first day
on the job, Alfred E. Kahn said Friday
he intends to investigate "all sources of
7 inflation" rather than simply acting as
chief policeman for President Carter's
voluntary wage and price guidelines.
And he said he intends to resist "the
pressures to act now and think later."
Earlier in the day, Kahn was greeted
with news that inflation gave con-
sumers their worst pounding in three
months in September as costs rose 0.8
percent and pushed the index of retail
prices to almost double what it was 11
years ago.
The latest Labor Department figures
put the rate of inflation so far this year
— computed on an annual basis — at 9.6
percent.
In other economic developments
Friday: "
— The Labor Department released a
study showing Major labor contracts so
tar this year call for first-year wage
and cost-of-living increases of more
than 8 percent — above 10 percent if
fringe benefits are included — com-
pared to the 7 percent limit proposed
Tuesday by Carter for wages, cost-of-
living adjustments and fringe benefits.
Carter wants to hold price increases to
about 5.75 percent.
— The housing industry predicted
new construction should drop about 14
percent next year because of soaring
interest rates— a decline to 1.68 million
new houses and apartment buildings
from 1.98 million this year.
— Value of the dollar fell in com-
parison to most foreign currencies on
New York money markets after a day
.of mixed results abroad in which it
recovered a bit against the Japanese
yen and French franc but hit a new low
against the German mark.
HOMECOMING QUEEN — Jenny Francis, daughter -of.Mr. and Mrs. Sam M. Francis. was crowned Friday night as
Murray High School's 1978 Homecoming Queen. Shown crowning Miss Francis in the left picture is Becky-West;
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Haron West, last year's queen. Misty Francis and her court, pictured above, are, left to right.
Amanda Holt, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill Holt, Miss Francis. and Tambi Gray, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Ricbard C.
Gray. The Tigers lost the Homecoming clash to the Paducah Tilghman Tornados. 29-147-The complete game story, is
on Page 6 of today's sports section.
PADUCAH, Ky. ( AP) — A late spring
and early school openings may have
slowed the tourist business for private
firms this year, but it didn't affect the
state parks.'
RepresentattV'aL"OT private
businesses catering to tourists said
Friday that the 10-13 percent annual
growth expected in the industry just
wasn't there this season.
"We Kentqckians are just not used to
standing still in tourism for any
reason," said Nita Ewing, president of
the Kentucky Marina Association, "and
It is disappointing not to be able to have
a significant increase from one year to
the next."
State part1. officials, however, say
that visiting and spending at park
lodges, restauraets, gift shops, cam-
pgrounds and marinas are expected to
top 1977 figures when reports and audits
are completed. r
A state official said the amount of
state taxes that tourism generates has
been increasing steadily for the past
five years. It currently brings in about
$98 million a year.
"lieceme for the private operator of
tourism-related businesses is expected
to be higher than it was last year — but
because of inflation.." said Mrs. Ewing.
"If the money volume wasn't higher,
weelefinitely would have had a slump."
GOP Regulars Respond To Carter
WASHINGTON (AP) — A fistful of
Republican Party regulars used
national television Friday night to
condemn Carter administration
economic programs, with party
Chairman- Bill Brock calling the
president's policies little more than a
"quick fix."
In introducing the taped broadcast,
Brock said, "Inflation isn't a partisan
inside today
problem." But he joined former
President Gerald R. Ford and former
California Gov. Ronald Reagan in
labeling the current Congress, and
- Carter as big-spending Democrats.
Brock contended the $18.7 billion tax
bill President Carter has promised to
—sign isn't enough to overcome the
nation's economic woes.
"While we believe tax cuts can
One Section—Ten Pages
The Murray High School Tiger football squad was
overpowered 29-14 Friday night by the Paducah Tilghman
Tornados in a Homecoming game at Ty Holland Stadium.
The Murray Ledger & Tunes sports editor Tony Wilson
has the full story in today's sports section.
sunny
this weekend
Sunny and not as cool today and
tomorrow; fair and cool tonight.
High today in the 60s, low tonight
in the low 40s. High Sunday about
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restore economic growth, to stop in-
flation you must reduce federal
spending," Brock said.
Ford and Reagan both blamed the 20-
month-old Carter administration for
the current 10 percent inflation rate
calculated on an annual basis.
"The American people are getting
resentful," Ford said, noting the iiT
flation rate had more than doubled
since he left office.
James Lynn, director of the Office of
Management and Budget under Ford,
complained about spending by the
gigantic Department of Health,
Education and Welfare and the possible
cost of the new Energy Department.
"It's too easy to vote for more money
rather than bite that bullet," -Lynn said
of the Democrat-dominated Congress,
The Republicans were using time
donated by NBC-TV to give the GOP
view of Carter's voluntary plan to hold
*age increases to 7 percent next year
while containing price increases below
5.75 percent through a complex price
guideline program. Carter announced
the plan in nationally broadcast speech
Tuesday night.
All of the Republicans said the tax-
out measure Carter intends to sign soon
will not mien true tax cuts because the
plan will only offset increased Social
Security taxes coming in 1979.
The Republicans offered no alter-
natives to the Carter program, which.
In addition to voluntary controls on
wages and prIceef,.. would provide tax
rebates to workers who foils:4 the
guidelines should inflation surpas,s 7
percent., in 1P/1). 
Sykes Named Wiñner.
In Regional Contest
he Sykes,-son of Mr. and Mrs. Bud-
dy Sykes, has been named a silver
award winner in regional competition
for the FFA Crop Production Proficien-
cy Award.
Sykes became eligible for the
regional runoff
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• The award is one of 22 proficiency
awards presented annually at local,
state, regional and national levels to
recognize FFA members for
achievements in activities-leading to
careers in agriculture.
Sykes' entry being the state winner
from Kentucky, was in competition
with eleven other states in the central
region of the United State's.
He is a past president of the Calloway
County Chapter of FFA and past vice-
president of the Purchase Region of
FFA. He was also selected as Regional
Star Farmer in 1977, and was a member
of the state winning tobacco grading
team from Calloway for two years.
Don't Forget To
Set Clocks Back
WASHINGTON (AP) — Remember that hour you lost to Daylight Saving
Time last spring? Sunday's the 25-hour day you get it back.
Daylight Saving Time ends at 2 am. Sunday. At that moment Standard
Time returns and the hour automatically reverts to 1 a.m.
Your clocks won't do it automatically, though, so you can either turn them
back an hour right then or do like most Americans and turn clocks and
watches back an hour when you go to bed Saturday night. Otherwise you'll







Carter is stepping into a New York
bernatorial campaign today-Trsiich
two inevitables — death and taxes —
have been central issues.
He then moves on to campaign for a
female  governor his mother once
—thought Or- -before they met — as 'a
great big fat person, sort of sweaty."
To end the day, he stops at that old
Democratic Party standby, a Jef-
fersoh-Jackson Day dinner. But the
dinner guests will feast on -a not-so-
traditional soybean casserole.
Today's trip to New York, Con-
necticut, Massachusetts and Maine was
the last in a series of one-day campaign
trips on behalf of Democratic can-
didates. Carter has planned a two-day,
cross-country venture next week,
winding up a 17-day stretch in which he
will have visited 13 states.
His first stop today was for a rally at
the Buffalo International Airport in
support of New York Gov. Hugh Carey,
who has spent much of his campaign
defending his two vetoes of legislation
that would have restored the death
penalty in New York. Carey also has
stressed his successful efforts to roll
back taxes imposed under Republican
Gov. Nelson Rockefeller.
Political observers say Carey and his
Republican opponent, former state
Assembly Speaker Perry B. Duryea,
are running neck-and-neck.
....From Buffalo, Carter was flying-to-
-Hartford for two speeches on behalf-of
Democratic Gov..EllaX.-Grasso.
According to a Hartford Courant poll
released Oct. 15, Mrs. Grasso is leading
her Republican opponent, Rep. Ronald
A. Sarasin, by a 50-41 margin, with 9
'percent of those polled undecided.
The president's mother, Lillian
Carter, - was campaigning for Mrs.
Grasso in Manthester Conn., Oct. 9
when she said: "Before I met Ella, I
thought she was going to be a great big
fat person, sort of sweaty. You've seen
'em. But she's just the opposite —
charming, not fat, not sweaty,"
The president planned two speeches
in Lynn, Mass., as part of his campaign
for Rep. Paul Tsongas., trying to unseat
Republican Sen. Edwiard Brooke, and
for Edward J. King, the former
elecutive director of the Massachusetts
Port Authority, running for governor
against a more liberal Republican,
state House Minority ,Leader Francis
W. Hatch Jr. '
Brooke, seeking electIon to a third
term, has seen his campaign
sometimes upstaged by disclosures
about his personal finances stemming
from a divorce settlement. Questions
have been raised about whether he
accurately reported loansthe may have
received.
A poll released this week in The
Boston Herald-American showed
Tsongas leading Brooke 48 percent to 40
percent.
The last stop for Carter today was
Portland, Maine, where the vegetarian
dinner, highlighted by soy-sage
stroganoff, was to be a big change from -
the "rubber chicken circuit" of political
campaign fame. ,
DISCUSS EDUCATION PROGRAMS — B.f. Berrill (right), co-ch.kirman of the Murray-Calloway County Community
• Theatre's education committee, is shown discussing the community theatre's education programs with (ohne%
Bohannon (center), education supervisor of the Calloway County School System,.and Kay Peebles (left) representing
the curriculum program of the Murray School System. Mrs. Berra, and her husband Gene Serra!, have accepted the
positions of. Co-Chairmen crUthe Education Committee. "We are excited and pleased by the commitment to the
Education Program shown 'by the Board of Directors of Community Theatre:" said Mrs. Befell. The program- has
—begun in 'some of the schools and all schools in the city and county are to be irrentvett-before'the-Nchtiot year Is
over. Anyone wishing to comment on the programs or to request information is invited to contact the Berrills of
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Mammography Use Is Changing
Q: Mrs. M.M. writes that
she is maimed about when
to have her breasts I-
ra) ed to see If she has
developed an early breast
cancer- She baa betw
tug X-rays, and her physi-
cian, who formerly
advised them, now says
&at they are not needed so
often for one al her age.
She asks, -What has
=MIN to change thethat physicians are
Shine their patients?"
A: Perhaps the answer
to your question is that
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• DEAR ABBY: We are the paredts of six children, 6
through 18. We have told all our children that if they are
interested in furthering their education 'after school, we
.will give them each $1,000 a year toward their education.
Our eldest son is a freshman in college. He works part-
time and summers to help pay for his education, and he also
tikes advantage of our $1,000. (1 have to brag a bit-he
made a grade point of 4.0 his first semester.)
Our problem is our second child, a daughter. She will
graduate from high school next .June. Despite years of
counseling, lots of love and our best efforts, she is a rebel.
She's been in all kinds of trouble from shoplifting to drugs
and alcohol. She says as soon as she turns 18, she's splitting
and wants no part of college.
My husband thinks that when she leaves we should give
her the $4,000 we would have given her for a college educa•
tion so that in years to Come she can't say, "You never gave
me the same chance you gave the others."
I strongly disagree. We have already spent a lot money on
her that we didn't spend on the others. Besides. I think
gt.ing her money would do her more harm than good.
We would appreciate the opinion of an outsider.
MOTHER
DEAR MOTHER: I agree with you. To give your
rebellious daugfiter money before she's able to handle it
might do her more harm than good. Your children are being
offered $1,000 a year toward a college education-not to
spend as they wish. .
. , .
DEAR ASH-Y: Tim a 12-year-old boy With an Eqi-iii•-old
trother.-named David. who is - -7
David wore my Boy Scout hat and took any brand new
bugle outside and blew it last Saturday while I was at the
dentist's.
When I found out about it I gave him a little shove and he
fill against the fence and got a little tiny cut on his head, and
maybe two drops of blood came out.
He ran in the house screaming, and my mother grounded
gee for .a whole week. •
- She didn't say one word to David about wearing my hat
and blowing my bugle. Was this fair? How can I make my
mother realize that every time something happens it is not
always my fault because I am older and should know better?
(HE# words.) Thank you._ _
-SHELDON
DEAR SHELDON: Tell your mother what you have told
at ler show her this item) and ask for her comment. Mean-
while, as a Bey Scout you are pledged to be "kind, truthful
mod obedieat." If you are, you'll win in the end, and the
link" may fellow year exasapk and become a Bay Scout,
DEAR ABBY: While saying a good-night prayer with my
4-year-old grandchild. when we came to the part. "If I should
die before I wake," she Stopped abruptly, and with a very
frightened expression on her little face, she asked. "Nana,
do you think I WILL die before I wake?" '
I tried to comfort her by saying I was sure she wouldn't.
Then I set about to revise that prayer to give it a more
positive and lesi frightening approach.
I enclose it for publication on the chance that some of your
readers might want to use it.
"Now I lay me down to sleep.
• I pray You, Lord, my soul to keep.
Please keep me safe Ill I wake
To love and serve You, for Your sake."
BETTY E., BELLEVUE, WASH.
Are your problems too heavy to handle alone? Let Abby
help you. For a personal, unpublished reply, write: Abby:
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raphy and know how to use
It better. Also, its overuse
exposes the breast tissue to
X-rays, which are known
to be carcinogenic.
-- The *errant guidelines
from the National Cancer
Institute and the American
Cancer Society for X-ray-
ing women's breasts to
screen them for cancer can
be summed up as follows:
- If under 35 years of
age, mammograms usu-
ally not indicated.
- If free of symptoms
and 35 to 39 years of age,
have breast X-rays only if
there is a personal history
of earlier breast cancer.
- Without symptoms and
40-to 49 years of' age, have-Members-iiircome.
mammograms periodi-
cally if there is a personal
or family history of breast
cancer (such as in a
mother or .sister ).
- If over age 50, continue
to have periodic mammo-
grams every two ro three
years, depending on advice
of physician.
In other words, in the
present state of our knowl-
edge, mammography con-
tinues to have a useful
purpose in screening
women for breast cancer.
However, experience has
shown that X-rays are not
i ftreeded as o en as for-
merly thought, that they
are potentially harmful to
a slight degree to breast
tissue when used repeated-
ly, and that they are more
useful in cases which are
Likely to develop breast
cancers. This likelihood is
based on personal and
family histories and on
age.
Research is under way
on other methods for the
early diagnosis of breast
cancer, and it appears
encoura ing. it is possible
Saturday, October hi
Singles Unlimited will have
a potluck supper at 8:30 p.m.
in the social hall of First
United Methodist Church.
This is open to all single
adults, 18 years of age or
older, and is not
denominational. For in-
formation call Bob Fatima,
753-3112.
First Christian Church
Rummage Sale will be open at
the church at eight a.m.
-Bazaar tly Dexter Senior -
Citizens will be at Dexter
Community Center from nine
a.m. to five p.m.
Murray Moose Lodge No.
2011 will have a trap shoot
behind the Moose Lodge
starting at eleven a.m. 
Saturday, October U
Dance for members of
Murray Monse,Lodge No. 2011
will start at eight p.m. Id the
lodge hall on North 16th
Street. Bob Nance and his
Band will provide the music.
-Festival of C1111111pioas"
for area high school binds will
'be at Roy Stewart Stadia's,
Murray State. Preliminaries
from eleven a.m. to five p.m.
and final competition will be
at seven p.m. Admission will
be $3.00 for aaults and $2.00 for
students of high school age
and younger.
Alpha Department of
Murray Woman's Club' is
scheduled to meet at the club
hduse at twelve noon with
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FOR SUNDAY, OCTOBER 29,1978
What kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the
forecsst given for your birth
&Km
ARM;
+Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)4YVA
Coping with problems or
emergencies will be easy
today. You're thinking
straight and nothing will
throw you.
TAURUS 
ditte( Apr. 21 to May 21) .
You're anxious to know a
new . friend better. The
chancel are good that you
will. This relationship should
improve and develop with
time.
GEMINI
I. May 22 to June 21)
You may not be too happy
- with the that- new,- accurate, romantic intereat in - - - - - -
safe test"; methods for your life today, but don't take
ndy
eariy cases will- relea--dragkie- action. -anlY
Such a test would be very
practical and useful, be-
cause about 70,000 women
develop new breast can-
cers in the United States
annually. The chances of
cure are much better when
this disease is discovered
early and treated properly.
-1Ar skomt.
ARDS-GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. Lary,.
Edwards, Route One, Box 215,
Murray, are the parents of a
baby girl, Miranda Elizabeth,
weighing five pounds three
ounces, measuring la% in-
ches, born on Friday, Oct. 13,
at 9:11 a.m. at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital. ,
They have one son, Kenneth
Neil, three. The Mother is the
former Belinaa -Riddell. The
father is employed with
Truck1, Trailers and Buses,
Murray. • •
Grandparents are Mrs.
Pearl Edwards of Haysi, Va.,
Mrs. Faira Ridell and Lowell
Riddell, Ferndale, Mich.
Great grandparents are Mr.
and Mrs F. W. Riddell of
Albuquerque, N. M.
HIXON BOY •
Mr. and Mrs. Edward C.
Hix,on, 711 Joy Street, Paris,
Tenn., announce the birth of a
baby boy, Edward Davidson,
weighing seven pounds 14L2
ounces, born on Frida:,, Oct.
20 at the Murray-Calloway
Candy Hospital.
'The mother is the former
Elizabe-th K. Wofford.'
Grandparents are Mr. and
Mrs. Clarence Edward Bison
of Coldwater, Farmington
Route One, and Mr. and Mrs.
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DINNER FOR TWO
Broiled Chicken . Rice
Broccoli Salad Cheese Liplls
Fresh Fruit Cookies
' BROCCOLI SALAD a
We adpted this.from a recipe
we devised for snap beans.
. 4 slices bacon
10-ounee package frozen
chopped broccoli
2 tablespoons salad oil
'4 teaspoon sugar
11 teaspoon white wine
vinegar •
1 tablespoon minced
. Mexican-style hot pickles
Salt to taste
Cook the bacon wed crisp,
drain and crumble. Cook the
broccoli according to package
directions and drain. Mix the
bacon. and broccoli with the re-
maining ingredients. Serve at




(June 22 to July 23) GO
A close friend can set you
straight when it comes to
suspicions you've been har-
boring. Listen and you'll
learn.
LEO
412fg( July 24 to Aug. 23) _
Don't be so edgy that' you
alienate a co-worker who also
is a friend. Take time 83
apologize for speaking hastily.
VIRGO
( Aug. 24 to Sept. 23) W9Ltk
You're too busy to show
interest in the problems of




( Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Don't spend this day rushing
around doing chores. Take
time to enjoy some well-
earned leisure. Do exactly
What Kind of day will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the




(Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) MeV'
An invitation you've been
hoping for should reach you
today. You have someting
very special to anticipate.
SATITTARIUS )rf(Nov. 23 to Dec. 21
Avoid the temptation to tell
your troubles to a new
acquaintance. Your con-
e faience may not be respected.
CAPRICORN
Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) Ad
Don't be taken in by
malicious gossip. Let your
long knowledge of an old
friend point the way to the
truth.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
via4
You're in one of your black
moods now -- but it won't last.-,--at one P.m. Members- an----
By tonight, you'll be_iour welcome..
usual happy-go-lucky sa.
PISCES
(Feb. 20th Mar. 20)
Break a bout of boredeoni
by planning a trip. Work it out,
down to the smallest detail,
savoring every moment.
You'll be ready to go next
year.
YOU BORN TODAY enliven
any gathering. Your boun-
dless energy and enthusiasm
help you to score successfully
in social and business
situations. No job is too dif-
ficult for one with your right-
on approach to life. You are at
your best when close to
nature, and you enjoy 15e--
outdoors. You have great
sexual appeal. You could find
fulfillment in medicine,
chemistil, engineering,
Atience, or show business.
Birthdate of: Fanny Brice,
comedienne; Jean Giraudoux,
playwright.
FOR MONDAY, OCTOBER 30,1978
( Oct. 24 to Nov. 22)
Money is coming your way
from an unexpected source. It
may make planning possible ,meet
for a trip you've alwayr
wanted to take.
ARIES
( Mar. 21 to Apr. 20)er
Too ' much weekend
socializing leaves you on the
groggy side - but you'll be
tempted to go out tonight.
Better let wisdom prevail.
TAURUS
I Apr. 21 to May 21)
It doesn't pay to wear your
heart on you sleeve. This
could be the moment when a





(May June 21) am
Avoid an unpleasant
relative because you're not
likely to keep your cool today.
Even a chance encounter
could escalate your temper.
CANCER
(June 72 to July 23) e(C)
Someone you know needs a
helping hand. See What you
 can &- offercif ant-Stance- The- simple solution_willrbe a
surprise to you.
Saturday, October
Land between the Lakes
activities will include Fort
Donelson Trek with each to
bring a sack lunch at Fort
Henry Trail at ten a.m.;
stitching workshop at Empire
Farm from nine a.m. to four
p.m.
Open House will be held at
the Murray Middle School
from two to four pan. "
Trumpet recitali by patty
Smith, Owensboro, will be-at
two p.m. in the Recital Hall,
Fine Arts Annex, Murray
State.
Monday, October 30
Special prte and crafts class
for senior fitisens will be at St.
John's Episcopal Church, 1620
Main, from seven to nine p.m
Call 753-0929 by three p.m. for
transportation.
Halloween Party for Girls in
Grades one through six of
First Baptist Church will be at
5:30 p.m. at the home of Mrs.
John Randolph.
Baptist Men of Memorial
Church will meet at twelve




Fellowship will be held
seven p.m. In - the
library with Mrs. C. C.
as guest speaker.
Murray TOPS Club 'dB
meet at seven p.m. at the
Health Center.
Ellis Center will be open
from ten a.m. to three p.m. for
activities by the Murray
Senior Citizens with devotion
at 10:05 a.m., visiting and
emits at 10:30- a.m., lunch
noon, and band practice at one
p.m.
Singles Unlimited will meet
in parlor of First United Recreation for Senior
Land Between the Lakes Methodist Church at 7 : 30 p.m. Citizens will be at Ellis Center
activities will -include slit- with Attorney Steve Sanders from six to nine p.m. Call 753-
ching workshop at Empire 0929 by three pm. for train,




wonders and beauty of the
world at Center Station at two
p.m. -Call 759-1792 - or 753-9281 for
information.
Breadmaking workshop, led
by Jan Hough, will be at First
Presbyterian Church at 1:30
p.m.
XQ'
will be most appreciated. .
LEO
(July 24 to Aug. 23)U4"2m
You tend to be a loner, bot a
beau geste today will make
you realize that everyone
needs other people to be
caring and supportive.
VIRGO
(Aug. 24th Sept. 23) "V'>
-Put aside a tendency to be '
timid. Today is a day for bold
action -- in business or sociai
situations. Speak out!
LIBRA
(Sept. 24 to Oct. 23) —
Turn your thoughts from the •
oast to the future and make
plank Your life will take an




Local church youth. groups
will trick or treat for UNICEF
in the city starting at four p.m.
Baptist Men of Sinking
Spring Church will meet at
eight a.m. for breakfast at Big
Joe's.
Murray Preschool Cor-
poration Parents meeting will
be at seven p.m. in the Early
Childhood Educational Center
with Dr. Charles May 85 guest
speaker.
Halloween party for pre-
school through sixth grade
will be from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m.
at the Murray Country Club
with Judy Muehleman,
Brenda Maddox, Carol Boaz,
and Jana Hughes in charge of
arradgements.
Youth of the Oak Grove.
Cumberland Presbyterian
Church will sponsor a Haunted
House starting at seven p.m.
This is free to the public.
- —
Friends of the Library will




( Nov. 23 to Dec. 21)
ek-Vt
An argument with your
family has you upset, but it's
not serious. Forget hurt
feelings and-give this problem
time to blow over.
CAPRICORN
( Dec. 22 to Jan. 20) la
Curb a tendency to be bossy
today, or you'll turn a good
friend into an enemy. Think
before you speak carelessly.
AQUARIUS
( Jan. 21 to Feb. 19)
An uncertain day. Your
mood Is mercurial and will
swing high and low before it
evens off. Don't do any thing
rash.
PISCES
( Feb. 20 to Mar. 20)
Apply your concentration
and an unsolvable problem
will vanish before your eyes
YOU BORN TODAY have
:great emotional intensity. A
loyal friend, you are a fierce
enemy, but this side of your
temperament is rarely
evident. You are a private
person and reveal only a part
of yourself even to those
closest to you. Your have
great sensitivity, put a high
pale on loyalty, and stiffer
severely when friends fail you.
You-Phave fantastic discipline
and great self-control. You
could find success in law,
'theater, psychology or
medicine, and could serve
with distinction In. the armed
forces. Birthciate of: John
Adams, 2nd U.S. president:
-ftrith-flardartrartecamt • -
; 14.11






















Daylight saving time will
end at two a.m. Set clocks
back one hour.
Sunday, October 29
Ann Herron will show slides
of European cathedrals at the
Hazel United Methodist
Church at seven p.m. A
potluck supper will be at 5:30
p.m.
Regular Fifth Sunday Blood
River Batist Association
Hyumn Sing will be at Mars
Hill Baptist Church at 1:30
p.m.
The Women of the Murray
Moose Lodge will have a
Halloween party for the
children. Activjties will start
Adult Great Books
Discussion Group will meeet
at the Calloway County Public
Library at 7:30 p.m. Note the
later time.
Recovery, Inc., will meet at
7:30 p.m. at the Health Center,





will sponsor a "haunted
house" at seven- p.M at the
church. This is free to the
public.
Watercolor Painting Classes
will start at Murray Art Guild
with Emily Wolfson as
teacher. Hours will be 1:30 to
4:30p.m.
Annual day meeting of
Calloway County
Homemakers Association will
be held at 9:30 a.m. at the
Colonial House Smorgasbord.
Group II of First Christian
Church CWF. will _r_rieqt in the
church library at two p.m.
with program--by-
Carter and Jewell Jones.
Hostesses will be Verna
Roberts, Imogene Scott, and
Marge Hays. Note change of
date.
Parents Anonymous will Dexter Senior Citizens will
meet at /:15 p.m. at the.maet at ten a.m. at the Health
Immanuel Lutheran Church. ̂enter
PADUCAH PATIENT
Harold Brannon of Puryear,




Mrs. Pansy Elkins of Hardin
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MIKE BARNETT, NEW SHOP OWNER
Barnett's Body Shop,
located on South 4th Street
across from Overby Honda
and owned by Mike Barnett,
has been in business for two
months.
The new shop owner has 12
years experience in body work
— two years at two different
body shops and 10 years at
Parker Ford, where he was
body shop manager for five
years.
—; The .. &nail Stisinesir Ad-r-
. I ministration's business loans
. I and counseling services have
' helped thousands of small
. firms originate, expand, and
- i• prosper. Prospective new
-----T business owners, as well BB
I persons already in business,
1 will have the opportunity to
4 find out about assistance
i available from SBA on the
; first Thursday of each month
1 in Paducah.
... :A• representative from the
Service Corps of Retired
...Executives (SCORE) will be
: at this agency's part-time
1.- office at City Hall, Com-
missioner's Chambers
. (second floor), Paducah,
.- -1-t Thursday, November 2, 1978
!` from 9:00 a.m. till 12:00 noon.
I'4. Services provided by SBA in
addition to business loans
' include management coun-
seling and training programs
to upgrade management
skills. Persons Interested in
HISS YOUR PAPER?
Soliscribers VIII• hove mot
received tha home-delivered
copy of The Merrey teiker &
Times by 5:30 p.m. Iderwlery•
Fridley or by 3:30 p.m. me Seer-
days ere urged ho coil 753-1916
between 5:30 p.m. mmi 6 p.m.,
Mortay-Fridey, er 3:30 p.m.
owl 4 p.m. Saturdays, to Law
delivery of the newspoper. Codie
most be pieced by 6 p.m.
weivitiloys er 4 p.m. Seceders
Si poorootoo delivery.
Barnett, 28, is a Calloway
County native and is married
to the former Jan Orr. They
have one son, Brian, age 4.
The new shop does all body
work — paint and repair —
and specializes in insurance
work. The shop has 1,650
square feet and five bays from
which to work.
Barnett said, "I-1nvite all
my friends and acquaintances
establishing 'a new business,
as well as owners of existing
businesses, are welcome to
consult 'with the SBA
representative regarding
financial assistance or other
1111111agemettt problems
relating to the operation of a
small business.
Current financial records of
the business and personal
financial statements will
assist the SBA representatives
in advising you.
Additional information may
be obtained by calling (502)
442-7561.
The National Association
of Life Underwriters has
presented National Sales
Achievement ‘,Awards to
Agents Ralph Blevins, Gene
Miller and Joe Adams of the




Hazel; and Adams, Hazel:-
Were, honored with the 19f8




during the past year.
who need the service or who
would like to see the new
facilities to drop by the shop. I
feel that we do top quality
work on any make or model of
car."
KENTUCKY BUSINESS SCENE
Energy Conservation Evident Across State
The U.S. Department of
Energy has' reported that
national energy consumption
increased 7.3 percent over the
past two years.
Yet a recent study by
tinHiWIrd  lye r stt y
professors shows that energy
consumption has declined
significantly from what it
would have been, had energy
prices remained static. -
While some might write off
these reports as another
 elample -Orias-uig statistics to
prove what you want to prove,
they carry a clear message:
that while America must
continue to be deeply • con-
cerned about energy use and
availability, the country is
also making very real ad-




showing up in diverse changes
of American lilting: a boom in
sales of smaller, lighter, more
efficient American-made cars
leading to a small but
growing export market in
Europe, where gasoline prices
reach $4 a gallon); demand
for insulation materials that is
outstripping the capacity of
tndustry to produce them;
government and consumer
pressure on the appliance
industry to develop more
energy-efficient units.
Adjustments to the new
style of energy-short = living
are showing_ %:)all across
Kentucky, too.
Item: Western and middle-
Kentucky customers of the
Tennessee Valley Authority
are eligible to participate in
the TVA's expanded home
energy conservation
programs which provide in-
terest-free loans for such
things as installation of storm
windows and doors, floor
insulation and weather-
stripping. During the past
year, about 20,000 TVA homes
have had their attics insulated
with similar loans.
Items: hegrass-area
business and industry can now
get free help with identifying,
analyzing and implementing
energy conservation and cost
reduction measures through
-projects- funded- by the state
Department of Energy
(managed by the University of
Kentucky l and the Bluegrass
Area Development District.
Item: Jefferson County has
instituted a training program
for engineers and architects,
leading to their certification to
conduct energy audits for
office buildings.
Item: Kentucky companies
are increasing their efforts to
recycle and conserve energy.
Ashland Oil, for instance, is
buyftig waste steam from a
West Virginia facility in order
to use it at the Ashland
refinery in Catlettsburg, Ky.
— saving about 25,000 cubic
feet of natural gas per hour.
And General Electric is
saving an estimated $51,000 a
year in electricity costs at its
Louisville Appliance Park by
the simple installation of
timers on refrigeration
presses, which shut off the
machines whenever they:ve
been idle for 15 minutes.
Taken separately, none of
these acti,vities are very
meaningful in the overall
energy crunch. COmbined
with similar activities going
on all over Kentucky and the
nation, they are encouraging
signs that America is indeed
waking up to a world in which
energy will in all likelihood
never again be cheap and
abundant.
And businessand industry is
getting the highest marks for
accepting this reality and
doing something about it.
Again according to the U.S.
Department of Energy, more
than 3,000 industrial firms
have cut their energy con-
sumption by an average of 9.2
percent in the past six years.
Since industry uses 43
• sumed in this country, the
impact of their efforts is
undeniable — and this much- •
maligned segment of the
economy is showing that it can
be one of the most responsible
participants - in - Ameriean
society.
eneral market direetion was
sharply downward. Leading
games: Texas Gas Tran-
smission (NYSE), to 44%
from 44; Western Kentucky
Gas (OTC), to 153/4 from 15;
Liberty National Bank (OTC),
to 3P/2 from 31. Greatest
declines: General Energy
(OTC), to 97'8 from 113/4;
Thomas Industries (NYSE),
to 11% from 12%; Jerrico ,
(OTC), to 163/4 from 181/4.
RIBBON CUTTING HELD — Bob Sherman, (left) President of Home Federal Savings parade and featured lours of the new building at the corner Of 12th and Mai
n. Also on
_ _ _ _
and Loan was on hand last Saturday to give an opening speech at theinstitutions new -fianwere fames TOhnson-of-rhe Chamber of Commerce, fcenterj a
nd Mayor Melvin 
Murray Branch. The Grand Opening began at 11:00 a.m. just after the Homecoming Henley (right). Mayor Henley had the honor-of the ribbon cutting a
t the new facilities..
Tappan Holds Bi-Monthly Session
MANSFIELD, OHIO — The
Tappan Company's (NYSE-
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session, has declared the
fourth quarter cash dividend.
The dividend of $.07 per share
is payable on December "15:
1978, to shareholders of recoad
on December 1, 1978.
W. R. Tappan, chairman of
the board, commented that,
"The dividend declared today
represents an increase to $.28
per share on an annualized
basis, compared with the
previous $.24 per share.
"The previously announced
tentative agreement to sell the
Heating and Air Conditioning
Division has now been corn."
pleted. The division has been
sold to Smith Jones, Inc., a
privately- owned Minnesota
corporation. It is anticipated
that the_tranaaction.will result
in a charge to 1978 earning of
approximately $.99 per share,
but the company expects an
increase in earnings from
continuing operation."
for gem ham led wow other geteentee
need. Ale Meet, cer gew meet, 4A
ergentreg Agent her emege *het yakh rent The
%tete .11 %deer'
Ronnie Ross
40 E. Math 753-0489
DANA' NOTES
Adequate life insurance
should be a vital part of




illeaster, far in excess of
premiums paid.
Keep your insurance policies in one of our safe
deposit-bores, perfectly seeure against fire, theft or





"Although 1978 earnings will
be adversely affected by a
one-time charge resulting
from the sale of this division,
future earnings potential will
be enhanced, since the
division has lost money the
past several years. This
dividend increase indicates
the confidence of the Board in
the future growth of Tappan."
The dividend is number two
hundred and six (206 in the
. Company's history. Tappan
has paid a continuous quar-
terly dividend since 1935.
Tappan is a diversified
manufacturer of products
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Mayor Larry D. Hosford died from
injuries sustained in a fall labile erasing
in Vietnam. He was the son of Mr. and
M. Kirby Hosford.
Ftrst District Congressman Frank A.
Stubblefield has notified Murray State
University offtcials that a two million
dollar loan application for a ten story
women's domitory on the campus has
been approved by the federal govern-
ment
Quentin L Fannin, Paul Thurman,
tarry R. Robinson, Richard P.
Boggess, and James David Gaffes,-
20 Years Ago
Bill Solomon, son of Mr. and Mrs. W.
H. Solomon, won the Ledger & Times
Carrier Boy Contest Last week by ad-
ding 16 new subscribers to his route.
Sammy Housden won second and John
Darnall won third.
Deaths reported include Chester
Chambers, 48.
The Rev. Paul T. Lyles will speak at
the kick off dinner for the United Fund
-Drive tonight at the Murray Woman's
Club House.
• Twenty-one students from Douglas
30 Year \o
Winners of the Cover Crop Essay
Cont., sponsored by the Bank of
Murray, were as follows: Division I-
Jackie Myers, Lynn Grove, Rachel
Brandon, Lynn Grove, Gene Lovins,
Murray High, Dorothy Sue Stub-
blefield, New Concord; Division II-
Jewell Mardis, Brooks Chapel, Retta
Bonner, New Concord, Bonnie Sue
Parks, New Concord, Jack Jackson,
Brooks Chapel.
Deaths reported include Mrs. Ed
Brown, 70.
Calloway County members of the
Future Farmers of America elected as
tO Yea-rs-Ager
Electricity will be W168 rural homes
in Calloway County by „the middle of
March, according to reports from the
West Kentucky Rural Electrification
Corporation.
Randolph Stubblefield, 12 year old
son of Mr. and Mrs. Mansfield Stub-
blefield and student of Pine Bluff School
at Knight, won the First District
Teachers Spelling Bee and will go-to-
Louisville in April to compete in the
*ate spelling bee.
Deaths reported include Sam Smith,
70, Elizabeth Therms, 16, Herman
Graham, 72, and Crate Houston, 58.
• The new Varsity Theatre being
constructed here is expected to open on
Christmas day. .
Dr. James H. Ricbmond, president of
Murray State Teaches College, gave
the dedicatory address at the new
50-YeariS Ago.
The Murray Ledger and The Times-
Harald were this week purchased by a
local ar potation, to be known as
Calloway Publishing Company, and
ableged into one paper which will be
looms as The Ledger & Times With Joe
T. Lovett as editor and publisher. 0. J.
Jennings was publishes of Its ledger
and T. A. Stanford was publiiher of The
-Times-Herald.
Deaths reported this week include
John Roberts, 73.
. Libraries will soon be procured by all
elementary schools of Calloway county
With funds rated through school ac-
tivities, according to County
Superintendent R. E. Broach.
Talking pictures which will include
even acts of singing and talking will be
*own in Murray for the first time on
received Eagle Scout awards at the
Court of Honor held by Boy Scout Troop
45 at the First Methodist Church.
Capt. Robert Stanley Young, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred Young, is now
stationed at Hunter Army Air Field,
Savannah, Ga.
The Rev. Martin Mattingly, the Rev.
Dr. Samuel R. Dodson, Jr., and
Attorney Ed Overt* will be members
of a panel to preset the program for
the Church Women United on Nov 1 at
the North Pleasant Grove Cumberland
Presbyterian thumb-.......- 
High School, accompanied by Coach
Terrell, visited The Ledger & Times
and were shown through the newspaper
plant by James Harmon, circulation •
manager.
Mrs. R. C. Snell, Jr., and son, Johnny,
of Birmingham, Mich., have been the
guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. R.
R Parker.
Showing at the Varsity Theatre is
"Doctor At Sea" starring Brigitte
Bandot.
district officers at the meeting at
Sedalia were Bobby Wilson, Lynn
Grove, Joe Miller, Murray Training,
and Dan Keith Taylor, Hazel.
The Rev. Leon Winchester is serving
as pastor of the Owen's Chapel Baptist
Church.
Births reported include a boy to Mr.
and Mrs. Heron West on Oct. 21, a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. H. L. Cathey on Oct. 22,
a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Bruce King on
Oct. 22, and a girl to Mr. and Mrs.
James Garland on Oct. 24.
Flour, 25 pound bag, is advertised at
$1.45 in ad for -Swann's Grocery.
educational building at the Murray CCC
Camp here on Oct. 25.
Dr. Ora Kress Mason, former regent
of Murray State College, has been
appointed college physician to serve
while Dr. Hugh Houston is on leave.
Dr. Hugh McElrath and Dr. B. F.
Betty attended be annual Analitan
Dental Association .convertion in St.
_Louis, Ma. 
Cheerleaders at Murray high Schoo---
are Sylvia Packman, Marjorie Wall, Jo
Crass, and Jane Hale. --- -
Mesdames F. B. Crouch, Clots
Lawrence, Miller McReynolds, Gordon
Crouch, and May Ford of the Lynn
Grove Parent-Teacher Association
attended the PTA Conference held at
Marion.
Sausage is advertised at 15 cents per
pound in the ad far Kroger this week.
Oct. 31 at the Capitol Theatre.
The 58th semi-annual meeting of the
Southwestern Kentucky Medical
Association was held Oct. 23 hi the
Murray State College auditorium with
Dr. E. B. Houston of Murray, president,
presiding.
The Southwestern Dodd Association
met Oct. 25 at the National Hotel,
Murray, with Dr. Hugh McElrath, Dr.
B. F. Berry, Dr. 0. B. Irvan, and Dr. F.
E. Crawford as hosts.
Marriages announced this- week
include Pollie Workman to Euva
Seaford on Oct. 8.
The Murray High School Tigers,
coached by T. A. Sanford, beat
Paducah Tilghman 12 to 0 in a football
game.
An Old Fiddlers Contest was held Oct.





CHICAGO (AP) - Mike Chiappetta
lives in a two-story brick and cedar
Ouse in the suburbs with a grotto to the
V`irgin in the back yard which he built
tilinseff. He's a bad guy. ---
'?tt least he says he's a had guy,
alsvays doing lousy things.
"My work doesn't make me feel
gdod," he said. "I'm not proud of it.
SOmetimes I feel really crummy. I'm
going to get out of it soon, try something
else. Got to. I'd like to be a movie
director."
iiiltry not? He's already .1:lees a baker,
a cabbie, a cop, a palm reader, hair-
dresser, Lord knows what all, in his 34
years of hustling the streets of Chicago.
• --Right now he is Mike Chiappetta,
'private eye.
;:tHe is a private eye in the Sam Spade
tcadition. No necktie. No nonsense. No
qpestions asked. He'll bodyguard yod-,-
spy on your spouse, dig up dirt on your
rival in the company.
:The latter duty is called "employee
eialuat ion "
:"I•11 get a call from a guy to do an
erployee evaluation on another guy in
hip company, another vice president.
III say, 'Now look, you don't want to
Ittjawif ht's around or anything
ttfat doesn't have to do with his work, do
TOW" '" -
?The guy will say, 'Oh, I suppOse yOu
better let me know everything.' See?
element, gamblers', shady characters,
if for no other reason than they pay
'their bills on time. •
"Doctors and lawyers are the hardest
to coiled from. The only thing they
understand is intimidation.
"Well, I understand it too. I'll send
Ner a friend, a street guy, carefully
1:hosert. He will say, 'Mike says you
have an envelope for hats sir.' There is
something in the voice and the look that
is genuine and evil and unmistakable.
Scares hell out of 'em."
Chiappetta believes that private
detectives, using their own methods,
are far better investigates than their
police counterparts who are burdened
with subpoenas and warrants and such.
"I can get into any place I need to get
into. I have a guy who can print me a
business card or receipt book in two
hours, whatever I need. I've been inside
more fancy apartments on Lake Shore
Drive than I can count.
"I usually pose as a plumber sent up
by the superintendeat I'm good at it. I
told one guy I had come to fix the leaky
faucet and he gave me a $10 tip for
fixing the toilet while I was there. Once
inside, I get what I came for. Just give
me a few minutes alone."
Chiappetta believes the future of
private detectives is in public service,
as it were, • - '
"The government °add be the best
client of all." They're doing more,lfl-




Inside Report ti% Ri IN land F.:vans and Robert Novak
Brzezinski:
Kremlin Target
WASHINGTON - A vicious, un-
precedented Soviet propaganda
campaign against Zbigniew
Brzezinski, President Carter's national
security adviser, has been launched on
orders from Moscow by the U.S.
Communist Party (CPUSA).
Evidence linking the Soviet Union to
the campaign_heing run. _out ofsCona-
munist party headquarters in New
York City has been turned over to the
White 'House by Justice Department
investigators. Although its only
possible political effect on President
Carter would be to make Brzezinski
Impregnable, the direct linkage bet-
ween Moscow and the U.S. party's
attacks marks a precedence for
vilification of any senior presidential
aide in modern U.S.-Soviet. relations.
Orders to the CPUSA are to castigate
Brzezinski by pamphlets., stories in the
Daily Worker and all other available
means with this object: 'depict hifn as a
warmonger, a zealot and a "mad dog,"
in the words of one official privy to the
campaign.
Brzezinski, Polish by birth and the
son of a pre-World War II Polish
diplomat, has long been targeted by the
Kremlin as Soviet enemy No. 1 within
the Carter administration. His
relatively hard line on Soviet ad-
ventures in Africa, together with his
personal initiatives in strengthening
Washington-Peking ties, are seen here
as the reason for using the CPUSA as
the Kremlin's•instrument for un-
dermining him.
The campaign- will-get nowhere. Hut
evidencethat the cgusAwiu lend itself
so directly to the diktat of Moscow has
deeply disturbed the White House.
Exit Joe and Pat?
Two of the biggest spending cabinet
members - Secretary Joseph Califano
of Health, Education and Welfare and
Mrs. Patricia Harris of Housing and
Urban Development - will not surprise
the White House if they quit early next
year after their budgets are drastically
cut back for fiscal year 1980.
• Califano and Harris, heading the two
biggest social welfare departments, are
ale-eady battling budget guidelines for
the Office of Management and Budget
(OMB) which sharply reduce future
spending in line with President Carter's
drive toward a balanced budget. "They
are still living in the mood of the Great
Society," one administration official
Echoes From The Past'. Bs Juds ilaupin
1.4 Column it( historical and geneatogical
..,:-..;41,wdore3::3.14Tties and .family notes. I
More Champion
Family Lore
If any of the readers of this column
ever feel the urge to record your family
history and genealogy ( an excellent
idea, by the way), it would be well to
follow the example of Bonnie Smith, in
he.i family history of the Champion
•family. She has recorded the dates and
family lines all the way back to
England, which is excellent for the
benefit of those who are tracing family
trees. But she has made what might be
a limited and dry subject interesting to
the uninvolved reader by inserting
stcries passed down by meinbers of the
family.
So many of us can remember stories
we heard from our grandparents when
we were young, telling of the way life
was when they were young. And at the
time, we think that we'll never forget
them. But, sad to say, many times,
after the old people have passed on, the
stories pass with them. Both Murray
State University and Margaret
Trevathan, at the Murray-Calloway
County Library have programs which
attempt to correct this - the Oral
History Project. So if you have stories
that you want to save for posterity, both
for your own benefit and for that of
other interested people, contact either
Dr. Jim Hammack at MSU or Margaret
at the library, and they will tell you how
to go about recording these stories and
reminiscences for all time.
am going to finish up the Champion
history with a couple more stories:
"One of the stories I have concerns
Fny great uncle, Russell Champion, son
of Emllious and Belle. It seems that he
loved to wear the long flannel gowns to
deep in. Sanetimes he would- wear his
wife's which led to considerable
eminent, not only from her but other
family members, should they discov,er
him in that particular attire. Being a
family of great "kidders" even to dal
day, no doubt he was weary of the
subject long before the relatives.were
deep south, "white lightning." From
what I have learned .and first hand
knowledge of this family _of min•e; I am
aware of this talent among the many
branches of our family. I have found a
record of a Pearl Champion arrested in
Stewart County, Tennessee, for
operating a still - so apparently the
ladies also got in the act. I don't know
her relationship to our family, but she's
a Champion and has got to belong in
there somewhere.
My grandmother Minnie, daughter of
F.milious and Amanda, is the only
member of the Champion family that I
have a le of personal knowledge of. She
told me of her father hitching up a large
sleigh when the river was frozen over,
and everyone piling into It for a wild
ride over the snow and ice. She talked of
skating parties, of dances and games
they played as children.
She talked of vast numbers of friends
and neighbors .getting together for
"corn shuckings," quilting bees, hog
killing and processing, canning time,
and many others. Almost any type of
larger than usual- ph- to-- be done was
considered an excuse to "get together."
Making ice cream was a social oc-
casion even in my own memories of
childhood. I can also remember the
possum hunts; before leaving the house
for the hunt, sweet potatoes were put in
the hot fireplace coals tp roast, hot
chocolate and coffee was prepared and
left to heat when we returned. Cakes
and pies, donuts and cookie* all had
been prepared earlier in the day. We
children consideredburselves grown up
when we were finally big enough to
keep up with the adults and were
allowed to "tag-along" on the hunt."
Nest week, I am going to include a
first-hand description of one of our few
local Catil-Wae battles, which I am sure
Is totally unknown to almost all of us, as
it was to me, even though it occurred
tsgam.:,_ Kennedy _and King assassinations, all I have also heard, from varista y near Cerulean Springs, in Trigg
or his part, Mike says he'd rather Oise qiRir inveatTgations lir— sources, mat eouid whip County -ff iturrGrabbrrmiw
work for the less "respectable" Washington. u‘a mean batch of, what we call in the Roads.
told us.
The showdown is expected early next
year when Mr. Carter's stripped-down
budget becomes a reality. Califano and
Mrs. Harris will have only three
choices: surrender, change the
president's inind or resign. Neither is
expected to surrender, nor is Mr.
Carter in any mood to change his mind.
Cunning Jerry Brrwa - •
The political cunning of California's
governor Edmund G. Brown Jr. was on
view when he publicly called on
President Carter to come -west to
campaign for two struggling
Democratic candidates in California.
Brown seems well ahead in .his own
race for a second term. But Lt. Gov.
Mervyn Dymally faces an uphill fight
for reelection and Rep. Yvonne Braith-
waite Burke is in a tough contest for
Mate attorney general.
Actually, negotiations had been
undei-way for same time between
California Democratic leaders and the
White House for a Carter visit just
before the election. But by personally
asking the president and then quietly
publicizing it, the governor has forced
Mr. Carter's hand. The president can
scarcely decline to campaign for
Dymally' and Mrs. Burke, the two
blacks on the state Democratic ticket.
Even if Mr. Carter does come to
California, Brown has it both ways.
Should Dymally and Burke lose, the
president will be shown to lack coat-
tails. Should they win, Brown could
take credit for having talked the
president into making the trip.
Brown's ploy is all the more clever in
shifting the responsibility for saving
Dymally from himself to the president.
The governor has been criticized for




Republicans on Capitol Hill are in-
creasing over the failure of Sen.
Howard Baker and Rep. John Rhodes,
the Senate and House minqrity leaders,
to extract concessions from President
Carter for Republican rescue missions
of embattled Carter bills in the just-
ended Congress.
Republican votes saved Mr. Carter
time and again: aircraft sales to Saudi
Arabia, Panama Canal treaties,
sustaining his veto of the public works
bill and others.
One senior Republican strategist told
us: "If the late-Sen. Everett Dirksen
(former Senate Republican leader) had
been running the party, this would not
have happened."
In the future, Republican operatives
will make a much greeter effort to
obtain far more concessions from Mr.
Carter -for supporting his le6ht1r
than they got in the ; ast two years.
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BURGLN, Ky. (AP) - Torn Easterly
arrived' at a recent campaign ap-
pearance in Frankfort in a tow truck.
While the truck was necessitated by
repair-wock. to Eastedea car,. It. helped
illustrate the no-frills campaign he is
running for a seat in Congress.
Easterly traverses the 17 counties of
the 6th Congressional District alone in
his used Maverick, which replaced a
blue Maverick that carried him 110000
miles in his Congressional primary and
previous meta for state senate.
The 38-year-old state senator said he
had hoped to keep the good luck car
until after the election, but "it just lost
its pickup. It wouldn't pull the hills
anymore."
Easterly began his current campaign
style, which concentrates tin face-to-
face meetings with his hoped-for
constituency, more than seven years
ago while laying the groundwork for his
political career.
Easterly tirelessly Met people and
kept records of their names in building
a grass roots support that helped him
defeat an administration-backed
candidate in the 1973 Democratic
primary for state senate. He was
unopposed for a second four-year term
in 1977.
A Vietnam veteran who speaks
several languages and attended college
in Europe on a Fullbright Scholarship,
Easterly immediately began expanding
his base into the 6th District and was
able to surprise incumbent
Congressman John Breckinridge in last
May's primary.
Easterly admits a traveling corn-
panion-chauffeur"costs money" and
the coffers of his campaign treasury
are slim compared with that of his
Republican opponent and fellow state
senator Larry Hopkins.
But Easterly says that is not what
dictates his campaign style. "I feel it is
more valuable that a lot of. media ex-
posure," he said while touring ailtrcer
County factory last week.
"People tend to forget the person in
the ads when they see his opponent in
person," Easterly said.
While Easterly, who is also running
ads on radio and television, may be
overstating his view, he does place
heavy emphasis on the personal en-
counter method that has worked for
him in the past.
Accoinpanied by a reporter, he
circulated' through the factory talking
individually with nearly 2)0 workers.
He handed out red, white and blue
emery boards with his name on them,
cards with his picture and the
University of Kentucky !bother'
schedule, and brochures giving his
background and letting the workers
know it was his bill that lets them turn
right on a red light.
Easterly's questions', were largely
about whether the workers knew he was
running and whether they were
registered to vote.
Although labeled a liberal labor
candidate by Hopkins, Easterly, a
former attorney for the state AFL-CIO,
does not shy away from the working
man.
"That charge might cost me a few
votes, but it also might cost him some
votes," Easterly said. "Especially if he
drives them out in a block. If labor
doesn't work this election, they never
will. There has never been a so
blatantly anti-labor candidate."
Easterly said he jumps at the chance
to go to a factory that lets him visit the
employees on the job. He said most
don't, although many do let him meet
them in the parking lot.
He said some large anti-union fac-
tories will not let him on the grounds
and he must stand across the road
catching workers as they arrive or
leave. "You pretty . much lose your
effectiveness like that."
He also avoids interupting the
workers on their break. "They view
that as- their time and I wouldn't want to
break in on it," he said. "Also, they are
more free to comment when it is a one-
op-one situation at their work station
instead of in a cafeteria where a
number of people are listening in."
Easterly said he is not bothered by
laek-of large -resources. The-former-
high school football official says it is "A
great challenge," and likens it to a ball
game.
He said his physical stamina
"depends on getting enough sleep and
eating good food. If I do that, I can go on
forever.
"But when it happens that I am up
late and back up early the next day and
miss meals, that is when it is tough,"
F.a st erly said, •
Bible Thought
Therefore they that were *tattered
abroad went everywhere pleaelsing the
werrL,.Actii
' -
Jesus commanded His disciples rand
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Water Levels In State
Lakes Continue Decline
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Surface water temperatures
are now in the 60s at the
state's major lakes with water
levels continuing to decline.
The lake-by-lake fishing
report, from the state
Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources:
Cumberland — Crappie fair
to good still and drift fishing
minnows over submerged
cover; black bass fair togood
-on the lower - tate tasting
surface lures ana crank baits
in inlets and bays and still and
drift fishing small crawfish off
rocky point and deep banks;
white bass fair on the upper
lake with some walleye being
taken trolling medium to deep
runners in inlets and bays; in
tailwaters, trout excellent
with many limits; clear,
fallizig, 36 feet below the
timberline and 65 degrees.
Nolin — Crappie good
around stickups and over
creek channel dropoffs; black
bass fair on spinner baits and
crank baits off points and over
drop offs; clear, falling, 10
feet below summer pool and-64
degrees.
Green — Black bass fair to
good on surface lures, spinner
baits and crank baits off
points and in inlets and bays;
crappie fair over submerged
cover; clear to murky, falling
slowly, 4'2 feet below pool and
58 degrees.
Herrington — White bass
fair to good on the upper lake
trolling shallow runners and
on plunker and fly Com-
bination in the jumps; black
bass fair fly fishing bass bugs
and casting surface lures,
buzz baits and crank baits off-
points and in inlets and bays;
clear to murky, falling slowly,
eight feet below pool and 67
degrees.
Laurel — Trout good  at 
night still fishing night-
crawlers off rocky points and
deep banks; crappie slow and
improving around stick ups;
clear, falling slewly, 11 feet
below power pool and 63
degrees.
Barren — Crappie fair to
good on the lower lake and
slow on the upper lake over
river and creek channel drop
offs; black bass slow to fair on
spinner baits and crank baits
off points and over drop offs;
dear, falling, three feet below
pool and 60 degrees.
Barkley — Black ham fair
on surface lures, crank baits
and, buzz baits in inlets and
bays; crappie fair still and
drift fishing minnows over
submerged cover; in
tailwaters, catfish fair; clear,
stable, four feet below pool
and 63 degrees.
- Kentucky-- Black bass fair
on spinner baits and crank
baits off gravel points, in
inlets and hays over stump
beds; crappie fair still and
drift fishing minnows over
drop offs; in tailwaters,
catfish, crappie and sauger
fair; clear to murky, stable,
four feet below pool and 61
degrees.
Buckhorn — Crappie fair
over submerged cover; black
bass fair on spinner baits off
rocky points; in tailwaters,
trout fair to good; clear,
falling slowly, six feet below
pool and 60 degrees.
Cave Run — Musky fair,
casting buzz baits and spinner
baits in timbered coves and
trolling medium to deep
diumie lllll 111111111111U llllllllll 1111111111111111 llllllllllllllllllllllll 111111111111 llllllllll 11111111W
runners over main channel;
crappie fair over submerged
cover and around stick ups;
clear, stable, four feet below
summer pool and 63 degrees.
Dale Hollow — White bass
fair trolling medium runners
with trailers off deep banks;
crappie fair still and drift
fishing minnows over sub-
merged cover; clear, stable,
seven feet below pool and 59
degrees.
Grayson — Hiack. bass fair
casting crank baits and still
fishing nightcrawlers off mud
banks; crappie slow c-fer
submerged cover; in
tailwaters, trout fair; clear to
murky, falling slowly, six feet
below pool and 61 degrees.
Fishtrap — Crappie fair
around stick ups; white bass_
slow at night off deep banks;. —
in tailwaters trout fair; clear._
falling, 17 feet below pool and .4
66 degrees.
Rough River — Black bass
slow on surface lures, buzz
baits and crank baits in inlets
and bays; crappiegalow over
submerged cover; clear,
falling, 6kii feet below pool and
65 degrees.
Dewey — Crappie slow over
submerged cover and around
stick ups; clear, stable, two




A free Minter education
course will be held from 7 to 10
p.m. Nov. 2, 3 and 4 at Camp




-The course, sponsored by-
the Kentucky Department of
Fish arid Wildlife Resources,
will include classroom in-
struction in firearm safety,
sportsmanship, hunter ethics,
first aid and outdoor survival.
The Saturday session will
feature actual range firing




pleting the course will receive
safe hunter certificates valid
in any of the 26 states where
such certification is required.
Completion of this or a similar
hunter education course is
also a requirement for those
youngsters participating in
the youth deer hunts at Land
Between the Lakes. Atten-
dance at all three sessions is
required for certification.
Any person, 10 years of age
or older,. who is interested in
the shooting sports or who
wants to become a safer
hunter is welcome to attend.
For additional information,
contact Brian R. Bullock at
753-9718.
Lynxes. which are found in
the tetnperate and subarctic re-
gions of the Northern Hemi-
sphere, are agile climbers and
spend a good deal of their time
on the limbs of trees awaiting
their prey when the weather is
agreeable.
1 Cain's, AMC, Jeep 1
I • Hwy. 641 North 753-6448
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Open Mon. thru Sat. .9 till
Sunday 1-6
While area duck hunters are
making plans for the coming
thick mason, I hope they are
also planning to attend the
Ducks Unlimited Banqeet.
The Banquet this year will be
held . _ on :Thursday_ night,
November 16, starting at 6:00
p.m., at the Jaycee Center.
The list of door prizes are
very impressive so anyone
attending has a good chance of
winning a great prize.
The main reason for the
Banquet is to raise money for.
the National Headquarters. To
raise money certain items are
auctioned off each year. Some
items come from the National
Chapter and others from area
businessmen.
Heading the list of auction
items will be the DU Com-
memorative shotgun. This
year it is an Ithaca Model 51.
The beauty of this gun is hard
to describe, but it has such
features as middle beaded
sight, gold trigger, jewelled
bolt and carrier, gold filled
engraving with the D.U.
emblem. In addition, each gun
comes with its own hard
-luggage-type gun case. This
beautiful shotgun is on display
at Big Macs Sporting Goods -
out on South 12th Street. Go
ar.
take a look at it, lien bring
lots of money out to the Jaycee
Center the night of the
Banquet because it will be sold
to the highest bidder. Oh Yes!
The National headquarters
says the bidding must start at
$750.00. The local Chapter had
to return the shotgun last
year, so I sure hope someone
in Calloway County will take
the gun home with them this
year.
Other auction items include
the DU artist of the year
painting along with several
other duck and goose pain-
tings, hand carved deco_
-eounter—iwanL-11.11. deian-
tors, several dozen decoys,
and a motorcycle. So bring
some money and _help out
Ducks Unlimited.
If you have not bought your
Banquet ticket yet you can get -
One at Uncle Lees Spprtint
Goods, Big Macs Sportift
Goods, Triangle Inn or from
Gene Starks at Starks Coe-
crete.put in the Almo area.
Duck season opens
November 18th. Have you
bought your 78-79 Duck Stamp
yet?
'May all your hunting be safe
and enjoyable.
Fishing Line
pect,ed. Take the lessons one
step farther and teach them,
sons or daughters, how to
clean, oil and store fishing
tackle properly. It can be a fun
day for all. .
, Take the reels from the rods
and clean inside and out, wash
the rods with warm soapy
water, rinse and let dry. Stand
or hang the .rods straight so
they won't get a curl or bow
since most are made of
fiberglass.
Keep the tackle boxes open
if you have room so they will
air out and not collect
moisture. I don't believe there
is a more disheartening sight,
than to, open a _box' Iind,
discover everything has
rusted.
As expensive as some of the
lures are today one should
really take care of them.
A light oil will prevent much
damage and you can wash
them before spring.
Back to our fishing report,
the crappie are expected to
really get on with the program
if you can get a minnow to
amutioneurnmies. 
them. They school more in the
fall and winter months. The
threadfin shad will be even
more scarce. This next winter
and spring so the crappie wilt
be hungry. I think all of our.--
game fish have gone to.
feeding on the muffle asi.
means of survival. The sunfisit
that are left will be larger than
normal as a direct result.
The sauger don't seem to be
affected too much by the cold
winter so look forward to
having some warm winter
days and catching a limit or
two of big sauger.
Many utlisr_ species_ere
taken in the winter while
—.fishing for gauger and it can •_
be very exciting.
A. B. Knight said the catfish'
were not biting like they
should for this time of the
year. He is trying some other
kinds of bait so maybe things
will improve for him.
Watch for the results of the
Murray Bass Club Steak and
Beans Tournament next week.
Hippy-Fishing!




24 Hour Wrecker Service
2112 Coldwater Rd. Murray. Ky.
753-7404
We Appreciate Your Business
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FIRST DOE — Ken Bury of Hazel shot his first 
doe
recently during a hunt on Land Between the Lakes.
 Bucy is




SECOND DAY — Billy Dodd, left, of Murray, is, pictured
here with a 102 pound buck taken in a Land Between the,
Lakes hunt on the second day of the season. Standing
with him is his son Nathan. The buck' weighed 102 poun-
ds.
Lakeland Outdoors
This is the time of year when
outdoor writers gather for fun
and for passing on tips and
ideas about the peculiarities of
the business: Not long ago I
journeyed into Tennessee for
the Tennessee Outdoor
Writers annual conference,
and then this past weekend I
joined writers from
throughout the Southeast at
Barkley Lodge in Trigg
County for the yearly meeting
of the Southeastern Outdoor
Press Association. A host of
distinguished and often
published writers were in
attendance including Charlie
Dickey, Wayne Fears' Buck
Taylor, Jerry Meyer and the
subject was freelance outdoor
writing. Taylor talked about
what it takes to makes living
as a freelance writer, which
he does, and he also shed some
light on bow a story is
produced and marketed to the
major outdoor magazines.
Most of you reading this
column probably subscribe to
Outdoor Life, Field and
Stream or Sports Afield, and I
thought it might make in-
teresting _reading to tell how
stories find their ways onto
those and other magazines'
pages.
Many people think of out-
door writers leading
glamorOus lives rambling
around the world sampling the
best hunting and fishing.
They're treated royally by
guides and landowners while
they collect their story
material, and life is just one
big happy adventure.Right?
Wrong. There is a lot of travel
and an amount of good
treatment, but it's still work,
with perhaps even more
pressures and deadlines than
come with ordinary desk jobs
in the city.
The only • way a full time
outdoor writer can keep beans
in the pot is by keeping a
constant flow of stories in
mind, in the typewriter and
the mail. Most full. timers I
-know keep at least 40
marketable pieces, ranging
from shorts to full-length
features, in some stage of
production at all times.
Stories start like everything
else — as an ,idea. Writers
keep idea logs, and they try to
take trips where they can
work on several pieces at the
same time. This saves time
and money. A trip to Florida
could be used for stories on
bass fishing the St. Johns
River, camping, field testing
some new equipment, a
separate travel feature on the
mid-Florida area, bream
fishing Lake George. . . The
list expands depending on how
long the writer stays in the
area. Rolls of color and black
and white film are shot.
Trips are fun, but they're
hectic. You can't afford to
spend too much time on any
one thing. You're a reporter,
not a sportsman, and you let
locals do the acting and catch
the fish.
Back in the office the task of
turning that .newly relleeleft 
material into stories comes to
life. Hopefully 'a writer
already had a couple of
assignments before he went on
the trip, and he bangs out
these stories first. If not, he
starts the process by writing a
particular edition a query
letter, or a letter outlining a
story, and seeing if that editor
is interested in the area for his
magazine. Many writers aend
their pictures along, usually
color slides amity to 40-50 per
story idea.
If the editor likes the idea,
he'll reply with a go-ahead "on
speculation." This means the
editcir is in no way obligated,
but if -the story's a good one,
he'll Most likely buy it.
The writer plunges ahead,
spending no more than one-
two days on any feature. You
have other work piled up.)
Each magazine has its own
style, and the story is tailored
to fit that style. It helps sales.
When the story is com-
pleted, it is packaged up and
sent back to the editor with the
slides, now completed with
captions, and a short cover
letter. Then the writer turns
himself to other work and
forgets the story for the three
weeks-three months it usually
takes' editors to read the piece
and pass judgement.
How much do magazines
pay? That, of course, depends
on the magazine. The "Big
Three," named earlier„ pay
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Petersen's Hunting, etc., pay
from $200-$400. Short features
fetch anywhere from $404100.
I can hear you now. "A
grand for writing a simple
fishing story? Who says this is
such a tough business?" Well,
consider the fact that one
story in every 300 submitted_to
the major editors is published
and fetches that price. Major
magazines are flooded with
stories from professionals and
amateur writers, and only
that occasional shot in the
dark is published.
Good pictures usually make _
the difference! Shots must be
colorful, active, inventive. . .
This is the category 'where
- amateurs usually lose out. The
pros know the_ photo tricks fo
get outstanding illustrations.
Are many magazine pictures
fakes? I'd estimate that 30-50
per cent are setups.
One good way to spot a-fake
from real action is to check
the facial expressions of
people not directly involved in
what's going on. A guide in the
back of a boat might not be too
excited if his client is landing
a stuffed or dead ten pound
bass. But if that fish is real
and jumping for his life, the
guide's fate will be is fail of
expression as that of the man
on the fighting end of the
tackle. -
At the Southeastern Outdoor
Press meeting, Buck Taylor
•Iielked about Pie rigors of the
job. He described one major
free-lancer who spent six days
a week, 14 hours a day either
writing or collecting story
material. The man published
frequently, a few in the
biggies, and many, many
more in smaller magazines. In
a year's time he grossed some
$22,000. Take away his ex-
penses, and he probably could
have cleared more money
chopping and selling firewood.
Why then, do writers do it?
That's a hard one that Buck
Taylor couldn't definitely
answer, and neither can I. It's
just that there's a satisfaction
in making it yourself, in
relying on no one else, no
union or friend or "playing the
game to get ahead." There's a
certain pleasure in competing
in a tough, competitive field
and in making that occasional
big sale. It's good to see your,
work in print and to know that
millions of readers will also
see it.
And then there's that oc-
casional trip where you take a
little extra time, leave the
camera in the tent and just
enjoy yourself when you want
to. Now-that's luxury..
Jerry Maepin's
I haven't talked to anyone
that has caught any big bass
this month.
• Several guys have hung into
some heavy line str.eatchers
but they lost tliem througli
fault of their own.
Some of these big bass
behave just like they were
programmed by a computer. I
mean,before you realize it is a
big-bass, she has made a move
on you to gain the advantage,
and zip she's gone, leaving you
looking kind of dumb.
We should have at least two
more weeks of good fishing
.4veather so don't hang up your
gear just yet.
Speaking of your gear
brings to mind the respon-
sibility of each fisherman
keeping his or her equipment-
clean. You have been teaching
your children how to fish this
year and many of them have
done better than was ex-
HOOKS Tires, Wheels And Accessories
and
Ilioks Wheel Alignment
Specializing in servicing tires4 4 W.b. Vehicles
410N. 40 
"Widest" Selection of 4-Wheeling Tires t





Check the values in
our Sporting Goods Dept.
Fishing, Camping, and Hunting Equipment
Hunting & Fishing licenses
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Bo Reed picks up a portion of his game-high 102 yards in homecoming football actiof at Ty HoIla d Stadium Friday i,ight. Murray
High fell to 3-5 with a 29-16 loss.
By CHARLES WOLFE
Associated Press Writer
LEXINGTON, Ky. ( AP) —_
Kentucky seeks to get beck -
Into • the Southeastern Cow
ference race tonight against
SEC co-leader Georgia at
Commonwealth Stadium and
"We've beaten Georgia
twice in the first five years
I've been here and both wins
came down there in Athens
where you're not supposed ta
win, but we've never beaten
them here," Curd said.
Addressing the state
Wildcat c meeting of Associated Press
hopes history will give him a_4Newspapers in Kentucky here
- Friday, Curci said freshman
- . -• ---7--- -- ------ - --. quarterback Leery
McCrimmon would start for
J
CUSTOM - the second straight week.






..bary Gal 5 MulftnAv,
armed passer from Tampa,
Fla., completed just three of
18 passes last week in a 21-0
loss to Louisiana State, his
first collegiate start. but Curet
said he would patiently help
McCrimmon develop.
Junior quarterback _ Mike
Deaton is sidelined with a
shoulder injury and "Larry
has got to go out there and do
it," Curci said.
The Wildcats are struggling
2-3-1 and P-1 in the SEC and
Curci conceded, "It's a
frustrating position because




At SirioIn Stockade, lunch ls fast — or it's
'met Order any of our three October lunch spe-
cials, Monday thru Saturday. 11 am to 4 pm If it
Isn't ready in 10 minutes, it's FREE!
FOR YOUR CHOICE
Chopped Steak Meal, Chicken Fry Steak Meal
Or Lunch-Size Steak n' Stuff Meal All with tries
or baked potato, and Stockade Toast!
Place your order for tree ripened fruit, juices
nuts from Florida. Shipped direct to Murray,
December 11-18.
CONTACT CAILOWAY COUNTY FARM BUREAU
-Phone 753-4703
N sveIOrafsges 
'ink Seedless Grapefruit 
lido Tangelos 
12,348)(24 ran case
•  $15.35/74 Celt COSE 72or
 $1.54/24 can rose 72q1
13.10 pound
But he refused to blame
either McCrimmon or Deaton
for the Wildcats' troubles.
McCrimmon is waist-deep
in a difficult learning ex-
perience, but has showed
flashes of brilliance. He
engineered a 24-17 comeback
victory over Mississippi and
slowly is earning the con-
fidence of his teammates,
which Gurci said was crucial
to the team's success.
"That's the crux of it:'
You're not going to win at any
level without a quarterback,"
Curci said. "The 'offense itself
has to make all the fourth-and-
one and third-and-two
situations. But the quar-
terback has to make third-
and-five, third-and-eight, all
the big third-down plays.
"He (McCrimmon ) has a lot
of confidence in himself. The
team was so excited after Ole
Miss because they thought he
could do it and they still think
he can do it. He's got all the









he's got no experience."
Curci said he anticipated;
McCrimmon's problems'
against LSU.
- "It's easy to come off the
bench," he said, referring to
the Mississippi game. 'Tit--
knew what they were -doing.
But when he started against
1.SU,.he didn't know what they
were going to do. He couldn't
sae itirom the bench before he
took the field."
Against the Bulldogs, 5-1
overall and 3-0 in the SEC,
Kentucky will face Willie
McClendon, the league's top
-rusher at 136.7 yards per
game, and quarterback Jeff
Pybura.
Pybtirn ranks only 10th
among SEC passers, but Curci
said he could be the key to
Georgia's attack.
"Confidence is what
Georgia has with Plturn," he
said. "Georgia has a fresh-
man quarterback IBuck
Belue ) from Valdosta. He's a
real superstar."










Dec. 23 Memphis State Memphis
Dec. 28-9 Poinsetta Classic Furman University
Furman, William and Mary, Yale, Murray
Jan. 10 Louisiana Tech Ruston, La -
Jan. 13 Morehead Morehead
Jan. 15 Eastern Kentucky Richmond
Jan. 20 Western Kentucky Murray































































UT-Martin Tournament Martin, Tenn
Tennessee Tech Murray
Northern K y. Highland Hgts, Ky
Eastern Kentucky Richmond
Weigern Kentucky Murray




Tennessee Toth . Cookeville• Feb. $40.-. -;-----404‘64mairetofnevst ,
'Feb. 12 -- ' ----- 'Eastern Kentucky . MurrayFeb. 17 ' v l• • Middle Tennessee MurrayFeb. 19 Western Kentucky Bowling Green. --Per =um reay UuirEsvilie, Tenn.Mar. 1-3 , KWIC Tournament Bowling GreenI
By TONY WILSON
Sports Editor
The game was expected to
be a defensive one. So when
Murray High jumped ahead.of
Paducah Tilghman 6-0 with
less than three minutes gone
in the game, Tiger
Homecoming fans were
**nous.- - _
But the Tornado buckled
down, using a blocked punt, a
stifling defense and two
second-quarter touchdowns to
belt Murray 29-14 Friday at Ty
Holland Stadium.
That blocked., punt was a
play Tilghman 'r'oach Dan
Haley felt was the turning
point of the contest.
Murray recovered-a fumble
by -Tilghman's bruising, 6-3,
205-pound fullback Richard
Abraham to give itself a first
down on the opponents' 37-
yard line. Bo Reed broke two
tackles moments later to put
the ball on the two, where
quarterback Rich Rollins ran
in on the next play to put
Murray ahead 6-0 with only
2:27 gone in the game.. The
extra-point try was partially
blocked.
After the teams traded
possessions, Tilghman punter
Randy Grimes angled a kick
that teammates managed to
down at the Murray one-yard
line. The Tigers were held
there, so on fourth down, Nick
Swift punted.
Or at least he tried to punt.
Tilghman's Earnest Carrigan
barreled in to block the punt,
and the Tornado recovered on
the Murray eight.
Two plays later, quar-
terback Qwentin Marshall
dove in only inches away from
the goal line r for ths score.
Carrigan's kick put the
visitors on top 7-6.
"Thai was obviously, In my
mind, the turning point of the
game," said- Haley. That one,
he said, and another big play.
The Tigers, in the process of
gaining only one first down the
entire first half, failed to Move
on their opening series of the
second quarter, but Swift
managed to get his punt away
despite heavy pressure.
Tilghman took over on the
Murray 43, and, thanks to a 15-
yard gain by Lawrence "Choo
Choo" Lee, mbved to the 25.
Grimes picked up 11 more on a
reverse before Fred Matchem
broke several tackles and
finally found the end zone to
up the Tilghman advantage to
14-6.
Only four plays later — after
the Tigers netted only four
yards on them — Tilghman
mounted another driiie,
climaxed by a 34-yard touch-
down pass-play from Marshall
to Keith Lansden with only
three seconds left in the half to
give the Tornado a 15-point
'advantage.
"That sure changed the
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Rushing - Bo Reed. 14-102; Thomas
Kendall, 3-5; Mike- Hibbard, 3-3; 71m
Foster, 2-2; Albert Rall. 2- -4; Rich
Rollins, 6- -17
Passing --- Rich Rollins. 5-10-1 (55); Bo
Reed. I-1-0 r 33!
Receiving- Reed. 25. Kevin Vaughn,
1-33; Robin Roberts, 1-27 Kenny Davis,
1-15; Thomas Kendall, 1-8.
Punts-- Nick Swift. 4-02-21,0; Kendall,
1-31-31.0.
Punt returns - Eddie Requarth, 2-0
Kick returns -- Nick Swift. 2-20, Ken-




MUR - Rich Rollins. 2 run: kick
faikd; 9:33. 1st
rff, - Qwentin Marshall, I pin; Ear-
nest Carrigan, kick: 4 00, 1st
TIL - Fred Matchem. 14 run; Keith
I ansden, kirk; 3:52, 2nd
Innaden, 34 Pam frdm Mar-
shall; Leasden, Idck; :03, 2nd ,
MPH -- Tilghman's Kends-Grimes
tackled in end zone for safety; 6 38, 4th.
ti, Matchem. 3 run. conversion
pass. pass, Charlie She. from Clay
Parker - 2 28,4th
NEW YORK (AP) Nat
Holman, whose association
with sports in Israel began in
1949, will be honored by the
Wingate Institute in Israel on
November 3.
The Institute will name'their
school for coaches and in-
structors after Holman, the
former basketball coach at
City College of New York. The
school is designed to answer
the need for trained personnel
in thE taaching and coaching
prof ession . 
_
Holman Will attend the
"We were all set to go into the
dressing room ahead 14-6, but
Marshall made' a nice play
and we had some breathing
room.'
If we had led only 14-6, that
would have been nothing. But
that extra score really made
Murray play catch-up," he
_added. _ . 
Neither team scored in the
third quarter, but a pass in-
terference call early in the
final period continued a
Murray drive and gave the
Tigers a first-and-goal
situation at the Tilghman 10.
Tilghman. was assessed with
another penalty a play later to
give Murray a second first
down-at the eight, but fid Reed
fumbled on the next plaY to
end the rally.
Grimes, attempting a
reverse for Tilghman on its
first play from there, was
dropped by Dave Latto in the
end zone for a safety to_pull
the Tigers within 21-8.
The teams traded touch-
downs for the final result.
Matchem rambled in from
three yards to give the Tor-
nado Its biggest lead, 294 with
3:28 left. But Murray used a
halfback pass from Reed to
Robin Roberts from 2, yards
out for the. game's final sOre.
"It all comes down to our
mistakes in the first half,"
said Murray coach John Hina.
"That blocked punt, the long
pass just before the half; those
were mistakes that ended up
beating us."
Judging by statistics, Tilgh-
man looked to be the team full
of mistakes.. It fumbled five
times and was ueftaliaed-itine
times for 109 yards.
But the Tornado recovered
three of its miscues, while the
Tigers lost all three of their
fumbles.
The loss sagged the Murray
record to 3-5, breaking the
Tigers' two-game win streak.
Tilghman, now 4-6, owns a
two-game string of its own. It
defeated Madisonville 14-12
last Friday.
Reed led all rushers with IN
yards on 18 carries, but wits
the only Tiger back with more--
than five yards. Tilghman,
meanwhile, was paced by
Lee's 96 on 13 tries and
Abraham's 44 on 11 attempts.
"Coach • Hina has the
misfortune of playing in the
toughest district (AM," said
Haley. "There's no doubt in
my mind that he has one of the
best AA teams in the state. It's
just unfortunate that two
schools in the state (Mayfield
and Heath)—aee-
district. - -
Ti1ghm must face that
Mayfield sqkad, top-ranked in
Division AA and undefeated
overall, Friday. The Tigers, .
meanwhile, close their season
at Todd County Central.
Bradley Wells watches as Murray High's Tim Foster runs against Paducah Tilghman In the Tigers'
Homecoming game Friday night. Murray scored first but fell 29-16.
•
* *** *** ************************* ***********&
BUT NOT
BE SEEN
The "flashlight under The blanket routine
• was perfect. Enough to read by without being
• caught. Lighting in homes today could follow
• the same principle. Enough lighting to get the
• job done, but not so much youl get caught
• paying for more than you, need:-YtYur watts
• bear_ watctiing, so does the
• kid.
West Ky. _Rural _Electric_
Cooperative-
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Tilghman's 'Choo Chao' lee is chased by Murray Iligles Terry Soli* 04), Dwight McDowell (61) and Dave lotto (BO) in the tiger
Homecoming game Friday night. Tilghman triumphed 29-1i.
Mot= by Kevin Penick
-
What Looked Like A Long Night
For Arizona Not Long Enough
• LOS AN(ELES iAPi — Itlooked like a long night for
Arizona at halftime, but af-
terwards the Wildcats were_ wishing that it had, indeed,
been a little longer.
Tenth-ranked UCLA looked
like No. 1 in rolling to a 24-0
halftime advantage over its
visitors before 41,077 at the
-Coliseum Friday night, iind a
rout appeared in the making.
The Bruins rolled up 297 yards
-in total offense to the Wild-
cats' 114 in the first 30
minutes.
1 Arizona turned things
around after the intermission,
scoring a pair of touchdossna.
and holding4JCLA scoreless
while gaining 235 yards to the
It to the Bruins calif 336
to take a lead they held the
rest of the way. After
receiving the opening kickoff,
UCLA moved 74 yards in 10
plays. James Owens capped
the drive with a 3-yard touch-
down run.
UCLA, 5-0 in Pac-10 play
and 7-1 overall, made it 14-0
early in the second quarter on
a 44-yard dash by Freeman
McNeil, climaxing' a 91-yard,
10-play drive. -
The Bruins added to their
lead with a pair of scores late
in the second quarter.
Quarterback Rick Bashore
tallied on an 8-yard run with
2:52 left before halftime
shortly after Wildcat quer-
, Bruins' 128. But it wasn't terback Jim Krohn fumbled
enough. and Jerry Robinson recovered
The end revilt wag 4,._2444____dee4aaArjz,cwuiterrjLQry,__
victory for the Bruins, Peter Boenneester kicked a
enabling them to remain 46-yard 'field goal on the final
unbeaten in Pacific-10 Con- play of the first half to corn-ference play. But the un- plete the Bruins' scoring.
derdog Wildcats made an It was quiet until early in the
impression, fourth quarter when Arizona
"Arizona impressed me," lost a fumble at the UCLA 8-
4 -UCLA —Coach Terry—yard- ---Rut- Kr°1111Donahue. "They are a very engineered a pair of touch-
physical team and their
running backs and quar-
terback were outstanding.
"In the first half, I think we
played our most outstanding
football of the season," added
Donahue. "In the second half,
however, we lost our edge
emotionally."
Bullets Embarrassed By Golden State Friday
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Sports Writer
"It wasn't one of those
nights," said Washington
Coach Dick Motta. "It's one of
those trips. I'll be glad when it
ends."
Mona's. Bullets were em-
barrassed by the Golden State
Warriors 102-83 Friday night,
their third loss on a West
Coast road swing that ends
"Sunday night in Los Angeles.
The National Basketball
Association game was one of
two games being nationally
televised, although once the
outcome was determined —
and it was determined early,
Golden State going up by as
many as 24 points in the first
quarter — CBS switched
almost exclusively to the
Seattle-Milwaukee game.
That one went down to the
wire, the Sonics winning 80-79
on Lonnie Sheiton's free throw
With 48 seconds to play.
Seattle is now 7-0, the NBA's
only unbeaten team. -
In other games Friday
night, the Phoenix Suns beat
the Chicago Bulls 115-110 in






4t.• By The Associated Press
re
lharedny Game
•-•Davteas Co 14 Obore Oath?
Ire
*lay Gamey
. Allen C. 7 Grayson Co 6
Ashland 34 Portsmouth Ohio 12
_ audard deno.14 Crittenden Co 0
, ' Bardstown 36 E Hardlall
Barren Co 36 Warren Ella I
Bellevue 14 Ludlow 0 ..,. •
Beth Hay= 42 Pioneer air tea 0
Boone Co 7 Dale Heights 0
, Bondier Gress IS Begalesiville 7
Boyle Co 37 Garrard Co 12
Breathitt Co 30 Cawood 6
. . ' Butler Co 42 W Hardin 12
" •'• Clart Co 16 Bourbon Co 14
1
 
:Jaw Co 15 Lynch 14
Ahab 12 Les Tates Creel 6
Dandle 14 Madison Central 13
E Carter 16 Bath Co 8
Edwin.. Co 34-Metcalfe Co 0
811111Beditown 36 LaRue (Q4
131110ger Lloyd 32 Campbell Co 0
Everts X Whitesburg 0
. Fleming Co 37 Rowan Co 21
— Fltriampson X Warren Central 14
. re Campbell 01 NialivIde Cobs U
' Ft Knox 46 Anderson Co 0
Ft Thus Highlands X Conner 0
• Pollee My X Russellville 18
. Fulton Co 24 Alamo Tenn 0
. Glasgow 16 Russel Co 8
Green Co 14 Hart Co 6
Greens) Co 15 Russell 14
Harlan X Knox Central 14
Harrison Co 20 Coy Holmes 0
Harrodsburg M Berea 0
Heatb X IReidlaed I
Haider.= Co V Madisonville
, Henry Co 20 Ky Country Day 0
defeated the Denver Nuggets
112-99, the Los Angeles Lakers
topped the San Diego Clippers








"We were a little flat
against Portland, we were
very flat against Seattle,"
said Motta, referring to
Washington's limes earlier
this week by scores of 104-102
and 121-92, respectively. "I
thought tonight we would kick
their butt but we were flat
again. Two in a row is about
1 1,2 too many, and the players
know that." .
The Warriors toOk it right to
the defending NBA cham-
pions, running off the game's
first 12 points and building a
34-12 lead by the end of the
first quarter. The catalyst was
John Lucas, who quar-
terbacked the rining- game
and led the cheers after each
basket. s.
Sonics80, Bucks 79
Shelton, scoreless until the
fourth quarter, tied the game
at 79, with a short jumper with
High School Scores
•Huntington WVa East 43 Boyd Co a
Jefferscotown 21 Lou Athafilall 13
Jessamine Co 62 LIncoin Cs 14
John= Central 30 F4104144 B1
Lawrence Co 4 W Carter 0
Lewis Co 10 Raceland 7
Lea Henry Clay 14 Lou Stuart 6
Lou Ballard 32 leo Thos Jefferson 13
lou Bishop David 27 Lou Valley 8
Lou Doss 17 Pleasure Ridge Park 12
Lou Durrett 36 Lou Eastern 7 ,
' Lou Fairdaie 14 Lou Male 0
Lou Fern Creek 15 Lou Iroquois 14
Lou St Xavier X lou Manual 0
Lou Trinity 36 Lou Waggoner' 7
Lou Westport 15 Lou Seneca 2
McLean Co 0 Gamahd
Marion Co 13 Washington Co 12
Morahan 0, 31 Vidaster Co
Mayfield 14 Ciallwdl Co 12
Meads Co 24 Nelson Co 0
Mercer ci 14 Rockcastle Co 12
Middlesboro 41 Pineville 14
N BultItt 12 Ohio Co 7
N Hardin 15 Bullitt Central 14
Newport X Simon Kenton 0
Nicholas Co X Maysville 0
Owen Co 46 Frankfort 6
Pad Tliglimsa U MURRAY 14
Paintavide 41 Elkhorn City 19
Phelps X FlemintNeon 0
Prestonsburg 14 Hazard 6
Rich Madison 18 Paris 7
Scott Co 4 Montgomery Co 0
Shelby Co 13 Oldham Co 6
Somerset 34 Laurel Co 14
Tompkireville 14 Campbellsville 4
Trigg Ca 14 Todd Central 7
Trimble Co 9 Carroll Co 8
Union Co 3 Lone Oak 6
Wheelwright 72 Cumberland 18
Whltley Cc 20 Lynn Camp 6
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Daily,  Monthly:, Sèasönal Fees Available
Hwy' 641 N. • - . 7534)129
1:21 to play, then made one of
two free throws for the win-
ning point. Milwaukee had two
chances to go -ahead, but
couldn't score either time.
The Bucks' Marques
J-ohnson-.lied 32 points and 14
rebounds, while Fred Brown
led the Sonics with 20 points
and Jack Sikma added 19
points and 13 rebounds.
Sunk 115, Bulls 110, OT








Philadelphia 4 1 .00
Washington 4 3 .571
New Jersey 5 4 .556
New York 3 4 .429
Boston 1 '5 167
Camel Division
- 
lisoolao _1 _ .613
Clovolood 2 _ 1037
San Antodo 4 2 _ .571
New Orfeisre 3 5 .375
Atlanta 2 4 .333
Detroit 2 5 286
Western Craferear
Midwest Dtvision
Denver 5 2 .714
Indians 3 2 .600
Kansas Ctty 3 4 .429
Milwaukee 3 5 .375
Chicago 1 6'. .143
Parthr Wrist=
Seattle 7 ro• 1.000
Moot% 6 2 .756
Goldin State 3 4 ''.429
Soo Dago 4 6 .00
Los Angeles 1 4 la
Poetlond 2 4 323
Friday's Games
New Jersey 123, Cleveland III
Detroit let Kamer CRY 1112
Phoentx 115, Chicago 110, OT
%dam 112. Deaver 19
Las Angeles 113, San Diego 101
Golden Stale us. Washiagtou 83
Seattle IS, aillwankee 71 •
Saturday.' Games
Chicago at Atlanta
Boston at New Jersey
Indiana at New York
Detroit at San Antonio




Goiden State at Cleveland
Houston at Denver
Washington at Los Anzeles
















twice to beat the Bulls. The
Suns were trailing 101-94 with
11:52 to go in regulation but
drew even at 113-113 on Paul
Westphal's 15-footer with five
seconds left. Artis Gilmore
scored the first five points of
the overtime for Chicago, but
the Pacers went ahead 111-110
—on Westphal's driving layup.
Baskets by Walter Davis and
Westphal sealed the verdict.
Westphal scored 38 points
and Davis 37.
Pacers 112, Nuggets 99
Ricky Sobers scored 21
points and backcourtmate
Johnny Davis, had 20 points
and 11 assists as the Pacers
upset Denver before a crowd
of 12,469, the largest of the
season at Indianapolis.
Former Pacer George
McGinnis had 20 points and 16
rebounds for Denver.
Lakers 113, Clippers 101
Los Angeles, leading 96-95,
reeled off 15 straight points
late in the second half to pull
away from stubborn San
Diego. Kareem Abdul-Jabbar
of the Lakers and Lloyd. Free
of the Clippers scored 26
points apiece.
Pistons 107, Kings 102
Baskets by M.L. Carr and
Rickey Green in, the final 30
seconds clinched the victory
for Detroit, which was without
Coach Dick Vitale, who was
sitting out a one-day
suspension for his actions in a
game earlier this 'week. Bob
Lanier led the Pistons with 24
Points.
Nets 123, Cavaliers 108
Reserve guards Milford
Boynes and Eddie Jordan
sparked a 22-6 burst in the last
6:40 of tile first hair that put
New Jersey ahead to stay as
the Nets won their third in a
• row. Bernard King scored 34
points for New Jersey and











By The Assiodiated Press
Amerleae Caaferesee
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8 2 0 .750132
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5S II .130 130
3 5 —3-375 111
3 5 - 6 .375142
Ceatral
7 1 0 875 202
5 3 0 825 134
4 4 0 .500134










San Dite0 2 6 0 .330142
National Casferenet
. . East
Washington 6 2 0
Dallas 6 3 0
N.Y. Giants 5 3 0
Philadelphia 4 4 0
St. Louis 0
Coate
Groom  6 2 I .756179
Minnesota ITL ,556 181
Tamps Bay 4 4 0 .503 134
Chicago 3 5 0 .375131
Detroit 2 6 0 200133. 
West
Los Angeles 7 1 0
Atlanta 4 4 0
New Orleans 4 4 0




















Kansas City at Pittsburgh
New York Jets at New England
Si. Lords at Philadelphia
San Francisco at Washington
Detroit at Chicago •
New York Giants at New Orleans

































McLendon Leads At Pensacola
PENSACOLA, Fla. (AP —
Mac McLendon appears to be
on his way to his second
victory on the PGA tour this
year, but he isn't counting the
625,000 first prize, even with a
five-stroke lead at the halfway
point of the Pensacola Open.
"The way the tour is today, I
don't think any lead is safe,"
McLendon said after shooting
a five-under-par 67 Friday on
the 7,133-yard Perdido Bay
Country Club course for a 36-
hole total of 132.
Eager young challengers
Keith Fergus and D.A.
Weibring agree with
McLendon's assessment.
They -are at 137, along with
Basketball Scores
By The Associated Press
Boys Games
Farmington 50 Sedalia 17
Wingo 77 Fancy Farm 70
Mike Reasor, who has been on
the tour nine years, one less
than McLendon.
"I think Mac has played
fastastic," said Weibring.
"He's in a good position, but
we're only halfway through
and there's a lot of golf left."
-Fergus said, "Anybody can
be caught. They caught the
leader from seven shots back
a couple of times this year.
You just don't ever want to
give up."
He has an added incentive to
finish well, a battle with two
others to make the top 60
money winners of the year and
be exempt from qualifying on
the 1979 tour.
Danny Edwards and
Leonard Thompson. are in a
group of a dozen players at 139
and in competition with
*Fergus for the exemption.
Going into this last tourney of
Tlighowan'T 1e4111dy Grimes is pursued by hiiorraiiligh defenders Kevin Vaughn (41), Kevin Wright
..(66) and Jeff Chadwick (78)-In the Tigers' 29-16 loss -fa the Tornado Friday at Ty Rolland
Stadium. Murray dropped to 3-5 on the year.
the year, Edwards was in 59th
place, Fergus 62nd and
Thompson 65th.
Fergus and Edwards are
among the youngest on the
PGA tour. So are Wayne Levi,
LorrNeilson and Mike Reid, all
at 138 starting today's third
round.
Only the 73 golfers who shot
par 144 or better made the
final 36 holes. Casualties in-
cluded the year's fifth leading
money winner, Hubert Green,
at 148; NO.8 Bill Kratzert at
150, and No.10 Jerry Pate at
147.
• McLendon has won two
individual tournaments, this
year's Citrus Open and the
1976 Southern Open. He also
paired with Green to win the
1974 Disney World team title.
• down drives after that,
scoring himself on an 8-yard
rua and hitting Ron Beyer
with a 21-yard scoring pass.
"I was pleased with the
second half effort and the
intensity was there," said
Arizona Coach Tony Mason,
whose team is 1-2 in con-
ference play and 3-4 cherall.
"In the first half we were
rusty but UCLA was good.
We can't leave the ball on
the ground' (fumble), not
against a good football team,"
continued Mason. 'They are a
fine team, a class tea(n.
"We couldn't get field
patition. Without field position
we couldn't throw the way we
would have wanted."
The Bruins rushed for, 363
yards. Theotis Brown led the
way with 115 yards on 21 at-
tempts. McNeil added 104
yards on 15 carries.
Bashore completed six of
--nine passes for 62 yards. He
went to the air just once in the
second half, throwing an in-
completion. The UCLA
quarterback also rushed for 75
yards on 14 tries.
• The top game on Saturday
night's schedule is the South-
west Conference battle bet-
ween ninth-ranked Arkansas
and No. 11 Houston in the
Astrodome.
In afternoon action, top-
fated Oklahoma entertains
Kansas State, rtumerup Penn
-State visits West Virginia,
thiid-ranked Alabama hosts
Virginia Tech, No. 4 Nebraska
is at home against Oklahoma




unranked Holy Cross — which
visits Brown — are the only
remaining unbeaten-untied
major teams.
Rounding out the Top Ten,
California is at sixth-ranked
Southern Cal, Southern
Methodist at No. 7 Texas and
Minnesota at No. 8 Michigan.
In the Second Ten, No. 12
Arizona Slate .a t
Washington, Colorado at No.
13 Missonri. No. 15 Pitt is at
No. 18 Navy, No. 16 Georgia at
Kentucky in a night game, No.
17 Purdue at Iowa, Miami,
Fla. at No. 19 Notre Dame and
No. 20 Clemson at North
Carolina State. Louisiana
State, ranked No. 14, is idle.
Arkansas' 11-game winning
streak was snapped by Texas
last week and all Coach Lou
Holtz will say is that it was a
disappointing loss and we
could make a lot of excuses,
but we won't. Those who
complain about having too
many bad bounces are usually
the ones who dropped the ball.
"It's up to the players how
well we bounce back. I
KKNOW I feel a lot worse
about losing to Texas this year 
thgn I did last year, but I feel
.,we'I1 come back. Last year we
played well against Houston,
but this" year we're coming
back under more adverse
conditions. Last year Houston
wasn't near as good, didn't
JaYe.aBY. momenttn, didn't
have (quarterback) Danny
Davis and the genie was
played in Little Rock.
"We knew before the season
Houston would be very good.
They have a very explosive
offense and their defense is
playing very well. They're
just a much better football
team than the one we played a
year ago. I hope our players
can go from being hunted to
being the hunter. it hasn't
been much fun being the
hunted,"
The rest of the Saturday
night schedule finds North
Texas State vs. Louisiana
Tech in Shreveport, Ten-
nessee-Chattanooga at
McNeese State, Cincinnati at
Southwestern Louisiana,
Memphis State at Tulane,
Villanova at Youngstown
State, Arkansas State at
Texas-Arlington, Fullerton
State at Fresno State, Pacific
at Hawaii.
The Land Bank,
The American farmer builds two -
things better than anyone else in
the world. He builds the next
generatic9,. passing along a speciaL
kind of wisdom ...respect for the
soil, honesty, independence, and
faith in the future. And he builds
his land, leaving it better than he
found it. That kind of building
usually requires borrowed long term
capital. That's where we can help.
'he Bank of Genvpation
302 North 7th
Maifield, Ky.







Every year in the United States, millions of patients turn to
Doctnrs_nLiMiLp.o ractic for relief from suffering that other
healing techniques have failed to provide. However,' many
people are not yet familiar with the place chiropractic occupies
in the healing arts.
People know less about their bodies tan they know about
their automobiles or their TV sets. This is unfortunate because
everyone should know how chiropractic can relieve pain and
make sick people well, without the risks of surgery or the use of
drugs-:-Chiropractie could add yearsto YOUR life! - . • -
Each week in this column we will provide information on'
chiropractic and its healing capabilities. For more Specific in- •
formation, call our office for an appointment. •
Dr. Bryon L. Thacker,
r AGE $ 111E MURRAY,Ky.. LEDGER 1k T1V OeSrArifirir-"
'
PAGES
Corns Counters Claim That
Statute In Indictment Invalid
15}1 HERBERT SIPAIMIDOW
Associated Press WOW
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Franklin County Com-
monwealth's Attorney Ray
Corns feels he has made a
strong courder-argwnent to a
claim that the state statute
under which former state
Finance Secretary •Cussell
McClure was indicted .4.s in--
"
"I feel . we have made a
strong case and I feel the
indictment should be upheld,"
Corns said Friday after filing
a 13-page brief in Franklin
Circuit Court.
The brief claims there is a
penalty provision for the law
and that a one-year statute of
limitations does not apply.
McClure was indicted
earlier this dionth by the
Franklin County grand jury on
two counts of improperly
disposing of two state
vehicles. The two vehicles
ended up with members of the
family of former state
Democratic Party chairman
Howard "Sonny" Hunt.
Also indicted in connection
with one of the transfers was
former Finance Department
official Melvin Young, now an
employee of the Labor
Department.
Attorneys for McClure and
Young last week asked Circuit
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because of technical problems
With the law.
Attorney Robin Griffin
claimed that through a
clerical error the penalty
provision had been removed.
He also contended that if the
statute was considered valid,
it was a misdemeanor an‘l the
one-year statute of limitations
had run out "_ _ .
Griffin' contended the
penalty provision of the 3'7-
year-old law was removed
through an error in the so-
called statute revisers bill in
1966. He said the penalty
provision left in the law does
not apply to the section under
which McClure was indicted.
 , -Corns argued- trr
his brief that the statute had
been re-adopted by the
Legislature twice since then
and it Could have added a
penalty if it felt the existing
one did not apply.
-The fact that the exact
same penalty and placement
were re-enacted in 1966 and
1978 can leave no doubt of the
intent of all concerned," Corns
wrote. "Consequently, the
penalty is valid and was
lawfully enacted." .
Corns also argued that
under Kentucky's new Penal
42 Bird's home Code, Misdemeanors are
43 Singing -1-defined- by the maximum
group, e.g. penalty that may be imposed.
44 Part of face
He said anything with more
45 Actual-being 
than a 12-month sentence is a
felony and the law in question
provides up to five years in
48 Shelter
























Corns said the court had to
assume the Legislature knew
about the law when it adopted
the Penal Code aod intended
for the crime to be a felony.
*
• Corns also argued that the
indictment was not im-
properly obtained because
more than one witness was
before the grand jury at one
time. He said the move was
one of convenience to the
jurors and courtesy to the
witnesses and could not be




Song Writers and Groups
Allied ProclurAions 4 looking
for new artists, and nev.
material in all fields, for 3
record labels If you Mini,
you qualify call 615.255.118114
or 615-255-6912, or write
Allied Productions,, 1300







be submitted by, 12


























Sealed bids will be
received by the Bureau




_ Time on the 17 day of
NOVEMBER, 1978, at
which time bids will be
publicly opened and




TIES, ACF 641-1 (6), SP
18-3, SP 79-153: The
Murray-Benton (US
641: Road from ap-
-ts-
south of KY 464 ex-
tending northerly to
approximately 1.1 miles
south of SCL of Benton,




The Bureau of High-
ways hereby notifies all
bidders that it will af-
firmatively insure that
in any contract entered
into pursuant to this
advertisement,
minority business en-
terprises will be af-
forded full opportunity
- to submit bids in
response to this in-
vitation, and will not be
dis-Crimina ted against
on the ground of race,
color or national origin
in consideration for an
award.
- Bid Proposals for all
projects will be
available until 9:00 A.M.
EASTERN STANDARD
TIME, FRIDAY,
NOVEMBER 17, 1978, at
















for all projects will . be
availabble to all in-
terested parties at a
cost of $2 each (NON
REFUNDABLE).
Specimen Proposals
cannot be used for
obidding.
1 We now have the
Love Studio negatives.
If you had pictures
made at Love's during
the past 25 years, we






We copy and restore old
photographs
GOD LOVES-AND WANTS to
















































BUILDING 50'. X 96' on
Industrial Rd. Offices for
rent In the National Hotel














‘.4.11' DID YOU WANT
MY DOG IN THE
PICTURE
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3. NOTICE
S. LOST 8. FOUND
FOUND: A BLACK kitten,
red collar, in Canterberry
subdivision. Call 753-5763. 
LOST: PAIR OF EYE
GLASSES, vacinity of 9th
and Main. Wednesday, Oct.
. 25. 1978. Reward. Call 676-
..25140.
6. HELPVA14TED 
- DEPENDABLE LADY to
live in and care for lady
invalid. Time off, salary,
room and boar d. 759-1661. 
GIRL WANTED TO WORK,
4 am llam, Mon. through
Sat Apply in person, no




Part time male and
female. Day help wan-
ted. Must be 18 years
Of age. No phone calls.
Apply in person, but
















502 South 5th Street
directly behind
Murray Ice Company.
Coal for sale by bag,
' bushel, ton or truck
Itiad. Call 753-2287.





medical assistant. Must have
some-previous experience in
physician office. Send
resume and reference to P.O.
Box 943, Murray, Ky. 42071. 
REGISTERED NURSES
and LPNs. Applications
being taken for nurses aids.
Apply at Westview Nursing
Home, S. 16th. Murray, Ky. 
RECEPTIONEST.
SECRETARY for dental
office. Send resume to P.O.
Box 32-G.
RESUMES WILL BE AC-
CEPTED for the position of
excutive secretary for the
Murray-Callgway County
Senior Citizens office
through Oct. 31. All resumes
Should be sent to 203 S. 5th.
Aft Qualified applicants will
receive consideration- for
• employment without reward
to race, color, religion.lialt or
---netionaf origin. • -- -
SOMEONE TO DO light
house work and prepare
breakfast for elderly couple
on S. 15th. St. Call 735-5683.
WILL BE TAKING ap-
plications on Saturday,
October 28 from 9 am till 6
pm at Thoroughbred Drive. 
Inat 806 Chestnut St.
Openings are for full time
and part time employment
With the new Hickory Hut
Bar B-Que. Also an opening
for a man, preferably
retired, to cook part time
nights.
1. SITUATIONS WANTED 
BABYSITTING JOB Wan.





W. are • notional
Publicly bald corn-
- PlenY seeking distri-
butors in your arse.
Our program fait










o$3,525. Cali now t il
P.a'cmh."s. • day/72 
1-596-327-0173
W for Ext. 3043 -
TIRED OF the every day
job? Open your own business
one that is ready to operate,
Hazel Lumber Co, complete
with all stock and equipment,
and"the buildings. DONALD
R TUCKER REALTOR, 753
4342.
YOUR NEED is our concern .
NEEDLINE. 753-6333.
3. CARD OF THANKS
THE FAMILY OF Pat and
Peggy Butterworth wish to
express their thanks and
-appreciation for the many
acts of kindness ,and the
many gifts given to us





our appreciation and thanks
for the Many exptlissions of.
sympathy and kindness
extended fa us during the
illness tiNt subsequent death




A special thanks to the
donarti of food and flowers,
the singers, Bro. Henry
Hargis, efO. JOINS Dale. the
Blalock Colt-men' "neraf
Horee- and for those Who
caned or remembered us in
prayers. ' -
Mhy God's richest .bLessuppp




















CRS LATE MOVIE. BAENA."'
JONES, BAIIITTA, WORLD
TENNIS. WIDE WORLD OF
SPORTS, CIS MOONING NEWS.
HAWAII F1V1.0, CAROL tea
NETT. HOLLYWOOD SQUARES,
AK LATE NIGHT MOVIE,
ItEASONIR/WALTERS HMS.
selling or experience
necessary. You will restock
beautiful displays In high
caliber company established
retail servants which will be
turned over to you pt ouris,
area These eat
will be toyou byawn-
mit Market/ft *Mein Mid a
22-yeardi, MIIMWEISM per
tptiLeadirdli .
year evimparq iehe la me or




Krylitin and Eimer* Glue re
registered tradernarlui of for
den Inc Weldwood is a
registered trademark or Weld
wood Produces nuro Stew
Glue 11 Is a registered
trademark of Woodhill
("bemire'. Inc
CALL Mt. 5iWYTIF %WPM
1-111.0-611-772$ 1st. 5-1411






*360 NET PER WIC.
PART-TIME
Our latest program in au-
tomatic merchandising
features the new pop-top
hot foods. All are nation-
ally-known brands such as
Canspbelirs- 1orwret7-
Chef Boy-Ar-Dee, etc All
accounts are secured by
us in office buildin.gs,
schools, industrial Plants
and hospitals in your area.
We need reliable people in
your area to service these
-eccounts We provide se-





parts and service. You
Provide 8-10 hours your
choice weekly, serviceable









Vfe we sew Willis Immen
ea mahla Masa, e50S If-
fume esamealas.  For Met
Mee meat Nam le•
memo eel led Mama, 302
W It/6 • 753-3263.
14 WANT TO BUY
AN OLDER FORD, Chevy or
Dodge van body. Call 753-
8606 or 753 9997.
WANT TO BUY USED 12
wide mobile home. 1972 or
newer model. Robert A.
Morris, 7.59.4496.
WANT TO BUY A GOOD
used long blond wig. Must fit
a large head. -Call Jim
Shropshire, 753-8277.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALE
COR R ELLE Expressions,
all patterns, 2() piece sets,
$39.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN.
CHAIN SAW chains, al inch
pitch for 16 inch bar, $10.25,
20 inch, $11.99 and 24 inch,
$14.55. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN.
CHIMNEYS ALL Fuel, triple
wall pipe 6" X 30", $17.88.
instulation kit, $26.95. Wallin
Hardwire, Paris, TN 
FIREPLACE Inclosures
, with glass doors and wire
mesh draw screens. All sizes
and rinisees, $64.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN.
FIREWOOD FOR SALE.
'Call after 4pm, 759-4088. 
FOR SALE: VACUUM
LAWN sweeper, only used as
demonstrator, cost
wholesale $479. Now $350.
Call Miller, 1.6 pm only. 1
527-9904.
FOR SALE 2 GREEN
Houses, one used 15' X 17'
fiberglass; one round, new,
15' diameter. Call Miller, 1-6
pm only, 1-527-9904. ' •
FOR SALE SS Gallon drums
Thornton The and MattSei S..
9th. St. 
FIVE GOODYEAR RADIAL
tires, one brand new, other
four have 60 tread left, $125
Call 753 8606 or 753-9997.
MOBILE HOME anchoring
equipment now available at
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
4 NEW MAC,. Polished
Aluminum wheels. 14 inch
with 2 L 60.14 Goodyear
white letter tires, $160.
Phone. 753-7393.
NEW CHAIN SAW, 14" bar,
never been cranked, 1140
Call 489-2595.
IS. ARTICLES FOR SALL
1977 SET OF WORLD B00%
epcyclopedias. $2 5 O.
mosssenoure 12 ea. Shot gun,
2.75 or 3 " meg. interchange
modified, 2$" barren. Great
for duck hunting, $99. Call
753-03111 after 6 pm,
TV ANTENNA & ROTARY":
Small ,shop vacuum cleaner.
New king bedspread. Shower
Massage.-4361Set 
WOOD FOR SALE, oak and
hickory. Call 474-2359. 
WESTINGHOUSE Frost
Free refrigerator, $75. Cali
753-9297.
16. HOME FURNISHINGS 
ELECTRIC RANGE, washer
and dryer. See at itt5 Cir
carama Dr. Murray, Ky.
`-- - -
1We Bay, Son Or Trade
Used foreitwe or Ap-
pliances
Hodge i Son, Inc.
2035.. $19
17. VACUUM cLeAsii as 
ELECTROLUX Sales ans1
Service in Paducah call T
401,6469. treMurray call view--
Montgomery 753-6760.
IL SEWING MACHINES
FOR SALE Used Singer
sewing machine, Zig Zag, all
regular attachments. Sews
perfect, fully guaranteed.
Full cash price, $39.50.
Payments can be arranged- -
call Martha Hopper 1 35V--




prods by Shox Stock, model
E-24, $9.99, model HD 30,
$11,49, Sabre 6 model, $16.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
FARMER SPECIAL, fence
controls, by Shox Stock,
electric or battery op
perated, $26.95, 39.99 and
49.99. Wallin Hardware,
Paris, TN.
1970 MF 300 combine, grain




tike new, $60. Call 474-8822.
22. MUSICAL
BALDWIN PIANOS and
organs, used pianos. Lonardo
Piano Co., across from Post
Office, Paris, TN.
SELMER SIGNET Trom-





teed one.y_ear. mew. -._
"USED BALDWIN spinet
piano. Practice pianos. Used
Organs. Lonardo Piano Co.
Across form Post Office,
Paris, Tennessee."
23. EXTERMINATING '
. NOW IS ONE OF THE best
times to spray under and
around your home, bugs,
spiders, all kinds of insects
and pests are looking for
place to hibernate-under
your home. It's warm, they
are out of the bad weather.
This makes a perfect home
for all kinds of insects. Do not
deley. Call today.-Prevention
is far cheaper than repairs,
Kelly's Termite and Pest




grain fed-aged beer. Front
quarter $.85 cents a pound
whole or side $.95 cents a
pound. Hind quarter $1.0
cents a pound hanging
weight. Food stamps etc,
cepted. We also do custom
slaughtering. Paris Meat
Processing, 642-8201. One




*Ns and LPN: to staff new mum wing of City
County hospital. All shifts abisibie. New salary
scale effective Nov. 1, 1978. Excellent benefit
program including paid hospitalization, life in-
















Our Outstanding growth and increasing
volume are due to a good product, and good
people If you have the skills to train and
motivate others plus the drive to succeed, and
an attitude that will accept nothing but
succeSsewe can start you in an advancement
program that will give you everything you need
to achieve your goal. Food service experience
is helpful but not required. Proven leadership
skiHs are vital. We offer
• Good salary while training
- • Papd advancement
• Benefits
plus the support of a young, enthusiastic
prganization,For more information
' call Mr. McDaniel
Monday, Tuesday, or Wednesday from
7:00 AM to 5:00 PM







































































































































































































12 X 60 MOBILE HOME. 2
bedroom, all electric, new
carpet throughout, washer,
dryer, refrigerator, air
conditioner, 14900. Call 753-
3143.
. 2t. MOB. HOME RENTS_ __ 
_ MOBILE HOMES and
mobile home spaces for rent
at Riveria Courts. Call 753
3280.
TRAILER FOR RENT at
Dill Trailer Ct. Murray Drive
In Theatre entrance. E3s1
Sycamore St , Murray, Ky. 
TWO BEDROOM 12 X 60,
furnished, 1125 month,
couples only. West of Almo
HeighTS, 141 mite off -hwy. Call
753-4661. 
29. HEATING & COOLING 
BEN FRANKLIN Stove,
used I/7 season, $150. Call 759-
1718.
LITTLE WANT ADS! BIG PWSES FOR BIG RESULTS!
26. TV-RADIO
CB RADIO, Ham equipt-
ment, Linears. Call 474-2748. 
COLOR TV'S! Want a new
25" color tv at a bargain? We
have 3 with damaged
-4abinet1- works etrte_c_t and
fully warranted, Clayton's
(formerly & B Music). 753-
7575
27. MOB. HOME SALES
FOR SALE BY OWNER.
Maine •hoene, 197$ model,
•__ never , 14 X 70. _All-
'electric, 2 baths and 3
bedrooms. Must be seen to be
appreciated. Call Bob Futrell
at 753-7668 days or 753.2394
nights.
FOR SALE, 12 X 60 2 BR,
extra nice. Call 489-2774. 
1968 SHELBY. MOBILE
Home. 12 X 65, 3 BR, 1/2
bath. central heat -sad air,-
furnished. Call 753-1725.
29. HEATING II COOLING
HEATERS Electric, Mat-
thews 4000 w., 4 stack, 534.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN. 
3I. WANT TO RENT
2 BR HOUSE, unfurnished,
with garage,- • close to
Murray,_ for_ young_ rniiple 
753-7490.
STUDENT LOOKING for an
unfurnished apartment. Can
supply own stove and
refrigerator. in or around
Murray. Call 1-472-1016. 
32. APTS. FOR  RENT
ONE 2 BR furnished apar.
t hien for coielife. Also one
small for girl. Call 753-3106. _
For Sale Or Lease
Newly redecorated 6
room garage apart-;
ment. One olock from
university. 753-1812 or
759-4909. _
34. HOUSES FOR RENT
--TOfeefareAT-ft-X-Str-t i--4R-44$4:16E-ift
bedroom, with gas heat. Call familes only, references and dinette set, Singer sewing
_ SlAPOsit. Call 753-6429 after S__.
dresser, antique chest and
34. RENT OR LASE
Ar- X 60 FOOT building,
suitable for workshop, air
compresser supplied. 1213
Duguid Or. Call 753-4995. 
37. LIVESTOCK-SUPP. 
FOR sAc_e_ FEEDER PIGS-
-Call-753-04w 




Bernard puppies, 4 male, 5
female. Call 753-56%. 
AKC "REGIS_TtRED
llibrikfor -Retrie-ver puppy,
$40. Call 753-0195. 
SUDSBURY PARK We
groom all breeds of small
and medium dogs. Located in
town for -year convenience.
By appointment only. Call
759,4140, 9-5, Monday-Friday.
Now scheduling for holiday
grooming.
P UHLLC-SALES----
GARAGE SALE: Oct. 28,
from 9:00 to 4.00, 1304 Olive
pm.
••
3 BEDROOOM HOUSE for
married couple. $160 mon-
thly. For more information
call 753 5921. 
FOR SALE . OR RENT,
available Nov. 1,3 BR, 1 bath
.house with nice pool. Deposit
required, family only, no
pets.. 753-6086. 
HOUSE, 2 BR in Dexter.
Stove and refrigerator
furnished, $100 per month.
Call 753-4661. 
NICE 3 BEDROOM brick
house. Appliances furnished.
References and deposit, 314
N. 6th. 1.247-4386. 
36. RENT OR LEASE 
GET SETTLED IN before
winter hits with this nice lot
for trailer near Whites
Camper Sales on 94 East, 3
miles from Murray, all
hookups, many trailers near
by. Only $28 per month. Call
753.7405 after 6 pm.
KING Automatic wood
heaters, $159.95. Wallin
Hardware, Paris, TN. 
UNUSED REDWZ100-
lumber, 14-2x4x10, 22 2x4x8,
15-2x6x10. Red wood unused.
Gine complete storm door,









2 bedroom mobile home. Located 2 miles
southeast from Murray. Includes: 96 x 230 foot ,
lot, central heat and air, fireplace, paved
driveway, 2 car garage, tool shed, patio and
much more. Must be s ••rt to be appreciated,








2 BR neat as a pin. Nice
lot with fruit trees,
grapes, strawberries,
can be bought with or






that has all modern con-
veniences for year
around living. Has 3
bedrooms, modern kit-
chen with built-ins, 2
baths, carpet, heat
ptonp-jor cfntral heat &
air. Good floor plan &







Closed All Day Wed.
Monday-Friday 7:30-Noon Saturday 7:30 til 5:00
.se SIuveitil-







West Ky. Exposition Center
Murray State University,





2.00 - Children 6-12)
mirror, violin, watches and
clocks, 10 speed bicycle,
stereo, doors and frames,
mattress, lots of good clothes
for boys, men and women;
410 shotgun; books and
record rack, lots of
miscellaneous. 
3 PARTY YARD SALE, Fri.
and Sat. 8 pm. •? Men, women
and childrens clothing, hand
crafts. Everything priced to
sell. 711 Poplar St.




PORTUNITY! Here's a 5
bedroorn brick on quiet tree
lined street. Separate living
space for parents, in-laws or
guests.. .add fireplace,
basement, wooded' lot and
convenience to university
and shopping. Priced just
reduced...This home





room with beamed ceiling,
kitchen with stove arid--
refrigerator, 2 bedrooms Ind
1 bath,. New carpeting,
furnished with couth and
chair, dining room table and
4 chairs, one set of bunk
beds, and curtains. This
cabin is insullated. Good buy













  43. REAL ESTATE 
Tired of the everyday




pany complete with all
stock, equipment, and
the building.
Joe Kennon 436 5676
Bud Noll 753 AM
Mary Beth Smith 753 3383
Hotel Brandon 7S11511
pere Tucker 753 1930
EXECUTIVE HOME
R`EAtv6STTEe,PReCE,'"Terere
are a lot of people who say
they would like to have an
attractive three bedroom two
bath home. They would
especially like to have one
With a large living room -
dining room combination,
large eat in kitchen with a lot
of cabinets, 'a nice den with
fireplace and a wooden deck.
It would &den be nice to have
central gas heat ancLair, but
a house with all of these
features would be too ex
pennsive. Right! Wrong! See
this new listing today. Priced
'at $48,900. Phone KOP-
PERUD REALTY, 753-1222. 
EXCELLENT 1/2 STORY
brick home, 3 bedrooms,
large kitchen, living room
With fireplace, 21/2 car
carport, concrete drive, gas
heat. 753-5496,753-7199. 
6 room brick home on
beautiful corner lot. 1006
Fairlane, and • only $36,500.
DONALD R TUCKER









HOUSE FOR SALE BY
OWNER Lovely home 4
Murray;- 2- -B-R,
large living area, kitchen
an utility room. 2 car
ass garage, garden spot, pasture
and barn, storage building
with 'concrete floor Large
trees and shrubs. New well
and septic tank. 11,2 acre lot,
115' X 550, 5,31,0130. Call 753-








Majors Real Estate 'at
753-8080. Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
3 BR 1/2 STORY BRICK
House, sewing room, rum-
pusroom, 704 Olive, near
health center, downtown,





fast nook, fireplace, front
patio, 1 1 7 bath. Priced to sell,
$39,950. Shown by ap-
pointment only, John Pasco,
753 2649 or 753-5791. 
OMMERCIAL LOT ON S.
10th St. 1.61 acres with over
285 ft. of road frontage. Ideal
for franchise business. Hard













Located on South 12th Street.
Ideal location for restaurant,
or any retail business. This is
a 137' X 183' lot, prime
business location. Phone
KOPPERUD REALTY, 753-
1222 for more information.
CRAZY CLYDE Plunks out
more money each month on
rent than his total monthly
payment would be if he
bought this 3 bedroom mobile
home. New car
Pet...underpned and, best of
all.. on private lot in town
near shopping centers and
schools. Call today and let us
tell you more. LOR ET TE
JOBS REALTORS at 7531492
or Amos McCarty at 753,2249. 
CHANCE IN A LIFE TINT
HOUSE! All you need is ft*
downpayment Renters
make the monthly payments.
3 BR, 2 Oaths, one with a
ceramic tile shower, 2
cbmpletely furnished kitchen
-unkts„.6 closets. 2 window air
canditTiinocs, utility room. 2
garages plus carport, outside
storage building. Chalet link
fenced yard. City waft? and
„mar tastworkip 








With The Friendly Touch"
IN•A CORNER? Why
-Not Be On One? In this







ce of the University.
Boyd Majors Real
Estate, 105 N. 12th.
HOMES ARE LIKE SHOES!
Better if they tit! See if this
home doesn't-fit ybur needs!
3 bedroom, 2 bath
brick...ample sized rooms,
fenced in back yard, ap-
pliances including washer,
dryer and freezer Be fair to
yourself, see this home






professionals to assist you in
Real Estate matters. If you
have a question regorging 82774.
any -phase tit iliaT9STatf-
activity, give us a call at 753-
1222. or stop by our con-
veniently located office at 711
Main. We at KOPPERUD
REALTY want to be YOUR








When you open the
front door of this
lovely 4 BR, 2 bath
home with maniac oak
floors, solid brass door
knobs, antique stair
case. These are only a
few of the extras in
this home. ('.all us
today for further
details. •
Weekends I Iveninqs Coil.
Joe Mennen 416 5676
Bad Noll 753 4461
Maty Stith Smith 753 3383
Notei 'rondos 753 1513




FOR SALE BY OWNER 2
BR Mobile home with 12 X 12
added room, a 1/2 acre
wooded secluded • lot. Near




5211468 - 753 9625- - 7a
"QUALITY PLUS" best
describes this new 3
bedroom, 2 bath home
located in Hazel. Fireplace
with heatalator, built-in
appliances, custom built
cabinets, heat pump, ther
moparse windows are onl a
Ot me quality tea ures of
this home. The price is right!
30's. Phone KOP-PERUD
-Piiffinf Montan














Wttb The friendly TiAsellr
HELP!!!We would
like to help you sell
your home. Selling
real estate amounts to
a service and we and
our- clients feel that






for Fast Action with
results Boyd Majors
Real Estate, 105 N.
12th.
•
-44. LOTS FOR SALE
WHY PAY RENT? When you
can own this 3 bedroom brick
home at an affordable price.
Good home in quiet neigh-
borhood with lovely land-
scaped yard. Backyard is
fenced and home is neat as a
pin throughout. All the work
is already done for you, so
don't let this opportunity
pass. Phone KOPPE R UD
REALTY, 753-1222.
WOODED 1/2 ACRES, has
well, septic tank, trailer pole
and white rock drive. First
$3000 takes it. Call 759-4088. 
45. FARMS FOR SALE 
100 ACRE DAIRY Farm, 31
Jersey Caws. Call 435-4469.
FAR' OUT!! Only 9 miles
m Murray to this com
letely fenced 10 acre farm
with 3 bedroom 1 bath house,




3 Bedroom Ph bob, astral
, Ant erLidr, red wood deck,
boat to rite. specification
on Shady lane neat shopping
center. Call 753-3263
Smell form within 3' , miles of
city. Max 3 bedrooms, 1/2
both, excellent baseboard
heat good well, stock barn,
hawse is brick and stone'. Cal
-353-3263.
Wayne Wilson 753-5086




46. HOMES FOR SALE 
HOUSE FOR SALE, Corner
lot, Lakeway-Shores. 3 BR,
fireplace in living room, 2
large porches. aluminum
siding, school bus by the
door, $22,500. Call (502)-726-
6902.
MUST SELL! 7 bedroom
frame house with full
basement. All appliances
and draperies stay with •
house. Good location at 602
Vine St. Priced in teens. Call
after 4 :30 pm, 753-9924. 
47. MOTORCYCLES 
350 HONDA, Customited, 
priced to sell. 753-7490. 
1977 KAWASAKI 650, 51600
Call 759-4104. 
1972 SL 350 HONDA, good.
condition, $325. Call 492-8302
after 4 pm. 
48. AUTO. SERVICE
CAR BATTERIES, 36 month
guarantee, 85 amp, S26.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris, TN.
49. USED CARS 
1973 BUICK REVERIA,
loaded, extra sharp, $2650.
Call 474-8822. 
1974 BUICK REGEL, AM-
PM stereo, excellent cons
dition. Midnight blue, white
interior and white vynil top.
Call 753-6962.
E 1:11 CARS
1977 COUGAR XR-7 Green
with saddle Landau top and
interior, all the extras. Call
759-4902 after 6 pm. 
1952 CHEVROLET, 4-ctoor,
5175. 1954 3 quarter ton
Chevrolet, $150. Also a Zenith
color tv, 19", $100. Call 436
5429. 
1974 CAMARO, Z-211, Power
steering, brakes and air.
Excellent condition. Call 753-
6030 after 5 pm. 
1975 CHEVROLET Malibu,
39,000-mties, S7750. Can 474--
2742. 
1974 MONTI CARLO, runs
good, body in great shape,
53,000 miles, $2300. 1972 El
Dorado Cadillac, like new
inside and out, 67,000 miles,
• $2000. Call 436-5680. 
1973 MAVERICK, automatic,
6 cyl with air.S1095. 1973
„,..you can, miss
USED CAR BUYS!
1975 Cordoba, Spanish Gold, AM/FM
tape player, console, cruise control,- air,
power, leather seats, one owner. Sold new
by Jim Fain Motors. New car trade-in.-
"519871  Cordoba, white, AM/FM, cruise
control, air, power, wire wheel covers,
leathei seats, one owner. Sold nem by Jim
Fain Motors. New,car trade-in. $5475.
1977 Cordoba, Vintage Red, AM/FM,
cruise control, air, power, road .wheers,
leather seats, one owner. Sold new byJim
Fain Motors. $5575. •
1974 Dodge Club Cab, air, power
steering, power brakes, automatic, two
tone. Sold new by Jim Fain Motors.-
.1913 9-100 Pick-up, AM/FM, cruise
control, sliding rear window, local truck.
52850.
2 New Dodge W-150 power wagons in
stock. 440 engine, loaded.
JIM FAIN MOTORS
810 Sycamore 753-0632
Furniture Stripping And Repair
No Nes or hot took used. Albsehitely soft for ell woods
Gory VanCleove • 404 Walnut Street
Paris, Tennessee • 1-901-642-7560
SPEAKING OF MARBLE
Oh, we were. Isn't es eryone?
They say... everywhere you go you
hear about the fantastk things being
done with it today. You be in the
know.
Come see it all at
Thornton Tile
and Marble
-Qualit, thal ssill please-
1312-So. 9111 - - 753-5719
53. SERVICES OFFERED
FENCE SALES at Sears
now Call Sears 753 2310 for






753-e310 for free estimates. 
INSULATION BLOWN IN by
Sears, save on these high
heating and cooling bills.
Call Sears 753-2310 for free
estimates. 
INSULATION! BLOWN IN,
fiberglass. Call 759-1820 after
5 pm. Call 1-247-8986 collect. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN
and gas installation, will do
plumbing, heating and sewer
cleaning. Call 753-7203. 
LICENSED ELECTRICIAN,
prompt, efficient service, .
call Ernest White, 753-0605. 
r._________-_. -
power and air, vynil top, LIGHT TRUCK Hauling and
$775. Call 489-2595.  yard junk. Call 753-314$. 
1974 MODEL VEGA, 39,000 NEED YOUR yard raked?.
miles. Call 753-6349. The MSU Horticulture Club
is raking leaves beginning
• ..Nov 4. For more Information
 1. 
call Jeff Grubbs, 753-8636 or
Cindy Cook 767-3355. 
PIANO TUNING and repair.
Call Joe Jackson at Chuck's
Music Center, 753-3682 or 753-
, 7149 after 6 pm.
Murray  
Dataun Inc.
604 Smith 12th Street
nate (502)753-7114
lisierray, emoted y 42071
1970 PONTIAC GRAND
PRIX, good condition, white '
with black vinyl roof. Black
interior, needs motor and
some (Jody work. Power and




black. Local, low mileage,
new rubber, power and air.
436-2427. 
1977 SILVER GRANORRIX,
excellent condition. 'Can be
seen at University Gulf. Calf
759-4734 after 5 pm. 
1976 TOYOTA CeliCa CT-Lift
back, 5 speed transmission,
AM-FM stereo tape, shadow
box on rear window. Call 753-
2814 before 5 pm or 767-4256
after 5 pm. 
1973 TORII:He WAGON, geoci
transportation, body rough.
Call 759-1718. 
SO, USED TRUCKS 
192/ Cete-VROLET; Scott-
sdale pickup. 77,000 miles,
one owner. Call 753-5421 after
5 pm. 
1952 CHEVROLET 1/2 TON
truck, flat bed, $290. Call 436-
5536 before 3 pm.
1967 FORD PICKUP, good
motor, needs paint job, $600.
Call 474-8822. 
1 TON 1971 Truck, remote
control color tv, Magnavox.
AM-FM tape stereo,
chainsaw. Call 753-3506. 
51 CAMPERS 
LATE MODEL CAMPER
Top. Fits Chevrolet and
Dodge short wheel aase. Like
new. $125. Also a 357
Magnum, model 19-5185. Call
436-568e, 
WHITES CAMPER SALES.
Your lochl Star Craft ,:ealer.
Complete line of parts and
accessories. Non-toxic
camper anti-freeze. $3.99 per
gallon. Located 4 miles from
Murray on 94 E. Call 7s3.
0605. 
52. BOATS & MOTORS 
1976 BOMBER BASS BOAT,'
with 65 hp Mercury, M & M
custom trailer, fully
equipfed, in excellent con-
dition, $2300. Call 753-2316
after 5 pm. 
TUNNEL HULL racing boat
and trailer. Good condition,
$700. Call 436-5680.
53. SERVICES OFFERED 
APPLIANCE REPAIR and
refrigeration work. Also
small electrical jobs. Call
753:0762 after S pm. 
BYARS BROTHERS & Son-
General home remodeling,
framing, aluminum siding,
gutters, and roofing. Call 1-
395-4967 or 1 362-4895. 
B & J HYDRAULICS. Ser-
vice calls or in-shop repairs
of hydraulic parts, jack
rebuilding, prices starting at




and efficient service. Custom__
Carpet Care. 489-2774. 
CAN'T GET those small lobs




small concrete jobs, call 436-
2562 after 5 pm. 
CHIMNEY CLEANING, rain
caps installed, minor repair.
IReferences furnished. Call
'the Chimney experts.,Magic
Hat Chimney Sweeps. 759-
4878.
DO YOU need stumps
removed from your yard or
land cleared of stumps? We
can remove stumps up to 24"
below the ground, leaving
Only sawdust and chips. Call
for free estimate, Steve Shaw
753-9490 or Bob Kemp, 435-
434. 
DRIVEWAYS & PARKING
areas white rocked and
graded, Free estimates, Call_
Clifford Garrison, 753-5429
after 4 pm.
Give a personal gift
for Christmas The
next few:weeks ore
a beautiful time for
outdoor portraits.
Mode at your home
or at some of the
beautiful places
around Murray Call
now. for on Op-
pointment We have





53. SERVICES OFFERED 
PROFESSIONAL Window
cleaning, 20 years ex
'per ience. -Stores' and private
homes. Call 901.782-5981. 
ROOFING, excellent
references. Call 753.34$(
between 7 am and 3:30 pm,
ask for Shelley.
SAVE ENERGY. Blown-in
or bats insulation.' TVA
material approved. Free
estimates, Cadiz Dry Wall
Contractors Inc., Cadix, Ky.
.Call (5021.174-5541. _ _
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements dry,
work completely guaran-
teed. Call or write Morgan
Consruction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or night 1
4.12-7026. 
WILL BABYSITACHILD; in
my home week days. Age 2-5
years old. Call 753-7547. 
WOMAN WILL DO house
work. Call 759-4615.
the day. For few children.
Call 759-4615. 
56. FREE COLUMN 
FREE PUPPIES. Call 759
4698.
FREE BLACK MALE kit-
tens, 8 weeks old, very at-'
fectionent. Call 753-3994.
BARKLEY LAKE
Two level, 5 bedroom brick, two full
ceramic baths, huge utility room, 2
fireplaces, fully carpeted, kitchen with
built-ins, large lot. Two car detached
garage with nice guest apartment above.
Owner has other interest. Price
$110,000.
Ohio Valley Real Estate
701 West 9th, Owensboro, Ky. 42301
PHONE
502-685-4961
REDUCED $A81100, $4.2460, $40,000
SHARP 3 BR brick in tip-top condition. Located
only minutes from town and near Oaks Country
Club. 2/3 acre lot helps add that spacious feeling,
•• Immediate Possession.
OWNER FINANCING POSSIBLE
WALK to the lake from this rustic home in Lake
Forrest Sub. You'll enjoy the heavily wooded lot
from the 1st floor patio or the deck off the master
BR. If you're looking for a year around 3 BR
home near the lake just call us.
EXTRA EXTRAS
New listing. Extremely nice 3 BR, 242 bath brick
home located near Calloway-Graves Co. Line on
121 W. Energy. efficient heat pump. Fireplace
with heatolator, extra insulation di therma pane
windows. Only 1 yr. old & offered at only $45,500.
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION
Trick or Treat. Next Halloween you can give all
the kids apples from your b4•It yard orchard. In
the meantime you can enjoy this 3 BR brick on
Kirkwood Dr. & near Murray High. Possession
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Deaths and Funerasl
T.W. Nesbitt Rites Services On Sunday
To Be Held Sunday For Mrs. Crass
T. W. Nesbitt of Rt. 1, Hazel,
died at 4:15 p.m. Friday at his
home. He was* years of age.
Mr. Nesbitt was born on
November 14, 1891, in
Calloway County, and was the
son of the late Charlie B.
Nesbitt and Olive Steele
Nesbitt. He was a retired
farmer and a member of the
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Ruby NesbiU of Rt. 1, Hazel;
two daughters, Mrs. B. C. ala
Nell) .Allbritten of 1102
Meadow Lane, Murray and
Mrs. Larry IMyrtle Mae )
Capocaso of Florence, Al.;
three sons, Thomas Nesbitt of
Rt. 4, Murray, James Nesbitt
of Rt. 1, Murray. and Richard
Nesbitt of Rt. 1, Hazel; one
-sisiee, Iaala-Dueia-raf-31.1-
South 15th street, Murray;
one brother, Edgar Nesbitt of
Rt. 6, Hazel: four step-
daughters, Mrs: Keith-
; Myrtle) Veasey of Paris,
, Tenn., Mrs. Louise Palmer of
Murray, Mrs. Keith (Jaw)
Payne of Virginia, and MIL A. -
C.- (Ernestine) Orr of
Framingham, Mass.; nine
grandchildrea, 13 great- lake Barkley Lodge
grandchildren, eight step-
grandchildren and nine step-
great-great-grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Sunday at iwo p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Frank Bratt officiating.
Burial will follow in the South
Pleasant Grove Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
Blalock-Coleman Funeral





The funeral for Mrs. Euroll
rtiossie ) Andrus will be held
today at two pan. at the chapel
of the Blalock-COleman -
Funeral Home with Harvey L
Elder and Alfred Colley, Jr.,
officiating. Larry Colley will
direct the song service.
Pallbearers will be Mike,
Martin, and Alan Boyd,
Johnny Mac and David
Harrison, and Richard Fuqua.
Burial will follow in the
Antioch Cemetery.
- Friends may call at the -
funeral hOme, - -
Mrs. Andrus, 78, died
Thursday at ̀  the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital.
She is survived by her
husband. Euroll Andrus, 1721
Keenland Drive, Murray; one
daughter, Mrs. Bill Boyd,
Murray; one sister, Mrs.
Birdie tlarnson: four gran-





The Rev. Ronald Hardison
will speak at the 10:45 a.m.
and 5.30 p.m. worship ser-
vices on Sunday, Oct. 29, at the
Grace Baptist Church while
the pastor, the Rev. R. J.
Burpoe, is in a revival
meeting with the Dearborn
Heights Baptist Church in
Michigan.
Special music at the mor-
ning service will be by the
Sonshine Sounds. Rev. Har-
dison, music director, will
conduct the song service with
Dwane Jones as organist and
Anita Underhill as pianist.
At the evening service the
church will observe the or-
dinance of The Lord's Supper.
Sunday School will be at 9:45
a.m. with Steve Smotherrnan
as superintendent.
Nursery workers will be
Mary Brandon, Mildred
Burpoe, Wanda Hartsfield,
Louise Bidwell, and Nell
Evans. Bus .driver for
November- will be Dwane
Jones, and for bus information
call Don Hale
Services Planned
Here At St. Leo's
-Love, the Ingredient For
Completeness" will be the
subject of the sermon by the
Rev Martin Mattingly at the
masses at 6.30 p.m. today
ee Saturday) and at eight a.m.,
eleven ant, and 4:30 p.m. on
Sunday at .the St, ,Leo's
• Catholic Church.
His gospel reeding will be
t from Matthew 23;34-40.
1 Church School for grades one
through 12, and adult class
will be at 9:30 p.m. Sunday.
Funeral services for Mrs.
Thomas (Ann) Crass will be
held Sunday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Hon* with the Rev.
Marland J. Harris officiating
and members of the Calvary
Temple Pentecostal Church of
God providing the music and
song service.
Pallbearers will be Wendell
Pace, Randall and Mason
Crank Tay Lee and Steve
Barnett, and N. P. Paschall,
Jr. Burial will follow in the
Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Crass, 69, died Friday
at 6:45 a.m. at her home at 412
North Fifth Street, Murray.
She is survived by her
husband, Thomas Crass, one
-saw Iiiagh-CTray--Cribfiar
sister, Mrs. William Pace, and






Secretaries met at Lake
Barkley Lodge on Thursday,
Oct. 26.
Attending the meeting from
the Calloway County Board of
Education were Patsy Wat-
son, Superintendent's office,
Patsy Woodall, Food Service
office, Catherine Glass and
Phyllis Robinson, Calloway
High School office.
From the Murray City
Board of Education were
Paulette Woodall and Glenda
Newsome, both from the
Superintendent's office.
Special speakers were Scott
Seiber of the Tennessee Valley
Authority and Lincii-Jarvis
-from South Central._ Bell
Telephone Company.
Mrs. Watson was appointed
to the membership and




The Hazel United Methodist
Church will have a potluck.
supper on Sunday, Oct. 29, at
5:30 p.m. at the church.
Following the supper Miss
Ann Herron will present a
special program at seven p.m.
She 'will show slides of
Eurapean cathedrals she
made while on a tour of
Europe.
The Rev. Frank Brett,
church pastor, will speak at
the worship services on
Sunday at ten a.m. Sunday
School will be at elevena.m.
The public is invited, to





The Kentuckiana Girl Scout
Council Bear Creek Service
Center had their annual.
Junior Jubilee program- at
Camp Bear Creek on Oct. 14.
The four categories the 297
girls who attended could
participate in were "Drawing
and Painting," coordinated by
Pe,,  Higgins, Paducah;
"Indian Lore," coordinated by
Brenda Gough and Troop 3064,
Maa,field; "Storyteller,"
coordinated by Dr. . -Carroll
Harrison, Murray, Bill Wade,
Paducah, and Ann Roberson
Troop 3125; and "Observer,"
coordinated by Libby Hardy
and Troop 3091 of Paducah
Services Planned
At 'Episcopal Church
Holy Communion will be
celebrated at 945 a.m. on
Sunday, Oct. 29, at the St.
John's Episcopal Church with
the Rev. Stephen Davenport
as the celebrant. '
Samir Mahfoud, Craig
Bunting, and Mike Shore will
be acolytes with Steve Hale
and Bill Kyle as lay readers.
Serving as ushers will be Fred
Mahfoud and Aaron Brun.
Heather Doyle and Margy
Burchfield will serve in the
nursery. - - 
At eleven am, Sunday
during the Church School and
Adutr-rlasses, Philip Mabry
will show slides of his travels




High School Youth Sunday
will be observed at the First
Christian Church on Sunday,
Oct. 29, with Gary Martin as
the speaker on the subject,
-Excuse Me, Did You Say You
Were A Christian?"
Brent Boston will serve as
the worship leader, and Paul
Austin at the communion
table. Elders will be Lynn
Eldredge and Patrice
Fleming. Serving as deacons
will be Linda Apperson, Kristi
g!dredge, Joanna Fleming,
Billy Smith, and Bradley
Wells. Candlelighter will be
Richie Herndon.
Greeters will be Mrs. T. N.
McDougal and Mrs. Beulah
McMillen. Marie Forrester
and Melanie Roos will be in
charge of the nursery.
At the vesper services at six
p.m. Sunday, Mrs. Terry Hart
Ministry To The Deaf."
Providing special music will
be Beverly Creek, Jeff Koch,
Randy Suggs, and Patty
Ungethum.
The God Squad and Friends
will trick-or-treat for UNICEF
at four p.m. Sunday and then
return to the church for a
party. The Senior High Youth
group will meet at six p.m.
Sunday.
John Dale Will Be
Speaker Sunday At
Church Of Christ
John Dale will be the
speaker at the 8:30 and 10:40
a.m. and six p.m. worship
services on Sunday, Oct. 29, at
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
His morning subjett will be
"Are You Listening?" with
scripture from Lillie-1E4-8, and
the evening subject will be
"Three Trees" with scripture
-from Ha. 12:L1-14.
'Assisting in the services will
be Ray Karraker, Jerry Bolls,
Larry Russell, Johnny
Bohannon, Jerry Humphreys,
Earl Nanny, Leon Adams,
Chuck Adams, Dale Chad-
wick, Stan Simmons, James
Lamb, and Steve Simmons.
Presiding for The Lord's
Supper will be Ronnie Sills,
Howell Clark, Emmanuel
Manners, Forest Boyd, and
Ed A. Thomas. Tracy
LaMastus will be the teen
nursery helper.






Church will have the Rev.
William McElrath and his
wife, Betty, as special
speakers at the Church
Training hour at six p.m. and
the evening worship at seven
p.m. on Sunday, Oct. 29. They
are missionaries to Indonesia.
At the 10:50 a.m. service on
Sunday, the pastor, the Rev.
Dr. Jerrell White, will speak
on the subject, "What, Why,
How, and When" with
scripture from Acts 16:29-34
and H Cor. 6:1-2..
. J. T. Lee will direct the song
'service with Margaret Wilkins
as organist and Sharon Owen
as pianist. Hayden Rickman,
deacon of the week, will assist
in the morning service.
•At the morning service
special music will be by the
Sanctuary Choir, and at the
evening service by the
Children's Choir, led by Kim
Bentley.
Church Teaching will be at







Association will have Its
regular monthly meeting at
9:30 a.m. on Wednesday, Nov.
1, at Immanuel Lutheran
Church, 15th and Main
Streets.
Several items will be on the
agenda including fbializing
plans for the Community
Thanksgiving Day Service _to




Parents' AnOnymous will be
present to share some general
Information on the purpose of
the newly organized group
First Baptists To
Hear Pastor Speak
The Rev. Dr. Bill Whittaker,
pastor of the First Baptist
church will speak on
-Whosoever_ Believeth In
Him" with scripture from
John, 3:16 at 10:45 a.m. on
Sunday, Oct. 29. His seven
p.m. topic will be "I Am The
Good Shepherd" with scrip-
ture from John 10:11-18.
A special debt retirement
offering will be taken on
Sunday. David Parka,
deacon of the week, and Bob
Perry will be among those
assisting in the services.
Wayne Halley, minister of
music, will sing a solo at the
Morning services, And Mrs.
Martha Moore at the evening
hour. The Chacch Choir,
directed by Mr. Halley with
Joan Bowker as organist and
Doug Vancil as pianist, will
sing at both services.
Volunteer nursery workers
wirr -and 'MI- 'Billy
Brandon, Mrs. Randy Sorrow,
'Mrs. Max Beale, Miss Paula
Varney, Miss Pat Schmelter,
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Settle, Mrs,.
Don robinson, Miss Patti
Robinson, Mrs. Karl Hussung,
and Miss Mitzi Cathey.
Sunday School will be at 9:30
a.m. and Church Training will
be at six p.m.
Idaho Editor Says Press Should
Fight Courts On Its Own Terms
LEXINGTON, Ky. (Al') —
An Idaho newspaper editor
says the press should fight on
as own terns against court
decisions adverse to its in-
terests.
Jay Shelledy, editor of the
Lewiston Morning Tribune,
said Friday that the press
"has been treating the courts
with kid gloves" and it is time
-to "get a little more militant."
Shelledy was on a panel
discussing "The Stanford
Ruling and the Media" at the
state meeting of The
Associated Press Nespapers
in Kentucky.
In the Stanford decision, the
U.S. Supreme Court ruled that
warrants could be used to
search newspaper offices for
evidence.
A reporter's ability to
promise a source con-
fidentiality is threatened if his
Laity Day Sunday To Be Observed
By First United Methodist Church
Laity Day Sunday will be
observed at the First United
Methodist Church on Sunday,
Oct. 29, at the 8:30 a.m. and
10:50 a.m. services.
the scripture from Romans
12:3-13. The church's lay
leader, Sid Easley, will
preside.
Other representatives of the
laity who will participate in
the service will be Dr. Alice
Koenecke and George
Stockton. The men of the
congregation will meet in the
choir room at 10:30 a.m.
Sunday with Paul Shahan to
form a volunteer choir.
A quartet composed of Ann
A. W. Sinunons„Jr., will be Doran, Eleanor Diuguid, Peal
the Speaker with his subject to Shahan, and' Richard Farrell
be Times Have -ehanged:u----will-siffe "-The--King-Of--Love—
Miss Sharon Whaley will read My Shepherd Is" at both
services, Mrs. Farrell is
church organist. •
Church School will be at 9:45
a.m., and Bible Study at 5:33
p.m. on Sunday. The Junior
and Senior High groups will
help with the UNICEF
Halloween Drive Sunday
night.
notes can be seized, and Jon Fleischaker, a lawyer
Shelledy said that newspapers for The Courier-Journal in
should respond_ in their own Louisville, said even the
way to any such searches. possibility of a search',
Shelledy was sentenced to 30 however, weakens a repor-
days in jail for refusing to ter's pledge of confidentiality.'
reveal sources for in-
vestigative stories on the Presbyterians To
Idaho Bureau of Narcotics and
organized crime.
After editorial criticism and
thorough coverage of judicial
canfpaign issues, public
pressure caused the judge to
withdrew the, sentence,
Shelledy said.
"We can handle the courts
our own way," he said. "The
people are not against a. paper
giving &judge hell."
Also on tha panel was U.S.
Attorney Albert Jones of
Louisville, who said the U.S.
Justice - Department is
developing regulativns to
guide prosecutors in cases
involving searches of
newspaper offices.
Until now, self-restraint has
been the guide, Jones said,
adding that there was no
record of the federal gover-
nment ever having used a





Church will hear the pastor,
the Rev. R. E. Rabatin, speak
at the 10:45 a.m. worship
service on Sunday, Oct. 29. His
subject will be "Called To Be
Saints" with scripture from
Psalm 121 and 122.
"Thy Word Is Like A
Garden, Lord" will be the
anthem to be sung by the
choir, directed by Lisa Slater
with Steve Clark as organist. .
Church School will be at 9:30
a m Sunda 
The Youth Group will meet
at 6:45 p.m. Sunday at the
church to trvel to Mayfield to
visit the Haunted House being ,
sponsoed by the Mayfield
Presbyterian Youth Group.
Sunday at 1:30 p.m. Jan
Hough will conduct a
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Southside Branch-32.10 S. Belt lint' 11%. S.
Ph. 444-7233
The TWINS are the newest additions to our family.
\lurray Manch-1201 Main St.
Ph. 759-1630-
IA Center Branch—U.S. Hwy. 60
Ph. 462-3525
"The place where thousaricls are saying mil/ions 
HOME FEDERAL
SAVINGS AND LOAN ASSOCIATION
PADUCAH, KY.
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